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• Name(s), affiliations, and highest academic
degree(s) of the author(s),
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on the other sources of support,
• Name, address, telephone (including the mobile phone number) and fax numbers, and
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• Acknowledgment of the individuals who contributed to the preparation of the manuscript
but who do not fulfill the authorship criteria.
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Manuscripts can only be submitted through
the journal’s online manuscript submission and
evaluation system, available at www.turkthoracj.org. Manuscripts submitted via any other
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Manuscripts submitted to the journal will first
go through a technical evaluation process
where the editorial office staff will ensure that
the manuscript has been prepared and submitted in accordance with the journal’s guidelines.
Submissions that do not conform to the journal’s guidelines will be returned to the submitting author with technical correction requests.

Manuscript Types
Original Articles: This is the most important
type of article since it provides new information based on original research. The main text
of original articles should be structured with Introduction, Material and Methods, Results, and
Discussion subheadings. Please check Table 1
for the limitations for Original Articles.

Statistical analysis to support conclusions is usually necessary. Statistical analyses must be conducted in accordance with international statistical reporting standards (Altman DG, Gore SM,
Gardner MJ, Pocock SJ. Statistical guidelines for
contributors to medical journals. Br Med J 1983:
7; 1489-93). Information on statistical analyses
should be provided with a separate subheading
under the Materials and Methods section and
the statistical software that was used during the
process must be specified.
Units should be prepared in accordance with
the International System of Units (SI).
Editorial Comments: Editorial comments aim
to provide a brief critical commentary by reviewers with expertise or with high reputation
in the topic of the research article published in
the journal. Authors are selected and invited
by the journal to provide such comments. Abstract, Keywords, and Tables, Figures, Images,
and other media are not included.
Review Articles: Reviews prepared by authors
who have extensive knowledge on a particular
field and whose scientific background has been
translated into a high volume of publications
with a high citation potential are welcomed.
These authors may even be invited by the journal. Reviews should describe, discuss, and evaluate the current level of knowledge of a topic in
clinical practice and should guide future studies. The main text should contain Introduction,
Clinical and Research Consequences, and Conclusion sections. Please check Table 1 for the
limitations for Review Articles.
Case Reports: There is limited space for case
reports in the journal and reports on rare cases
or conditions that constitute challenges in diagnosis and treatment, those offering new therapies or revealing knowledge not included in the
literature, and interesting and educative case
reports are accepted for publication. The text
should include Introduction, Case Presentation, and Discussion subheadings. Please check
Table 1 for the limitations for Case Reports.
Letters to the Editor: This type of manuscript
discusses important parts, overlooked aspects,
or lacking parts of a previously published article. Articles on subjects within the scope of

Table 1. Limitations for each manuscript type
Type of manuscript
Original Article
Review Article
Case Report
Letter to the Editor

Word limit

Abstract word limit

Reference limit

Table limit

Figure limit

3500
5000
1000
500

250 (Structured)
250
200
No abstract

35
50
15
5

6
6
No tables
No tables

7 or total of 15 images
10 or total of 20 images
10 or total of 20 images
No media
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the journal that might attract the readers’ attention, particularly educative cases, may also be
submitted in the form of a “Letter to the Editor.”
Readers can also present their comments on the
published manuscripts in the form of a “Letter
to the Editor.” Abstract, Keywords, and Tables,
Figures, Images, and other media should not be
included. The text should be unstructured. The
manuscript that is being commented on must
be properly cited within this manuscript.

ses in the following format: “Discovery St PET/CT
scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI, USA)”

Tables
Tables should be included in the main document, presented after the reference list, and they
should be numbered consecutively in the order
they are referred to within the main text. A descriptive title must be placed above the tables.
Abbreviations used in the tables should be defined below the tables by footnotes (even if they
are defined within the main text). Tables should
be created using the “insert table” command of
the word processing software and they should
be arranged clearly to provide easy reading. Data
presented in the tables should not be a repetition of the data presented within the main text
but should be supporting the main text.

References

Figures and Figure Legends
Figures, graphics, and photographs should be
submitted as separate files (in TIFF or JPEG format)
through the submission system. The files should not
be embedded in a Word document or the main document. When there are figure subunits, the subunits
should not be merged to form a single image. Each
subunit should be submitted separately through the
submission system. Images should not be labelled
(a, b, c, etc.) to indicate figure subunits. Thick and
thin arrows, arrowheads, stars, asterisks, and similar
marks can be used on the images to support figure
legends. Like the rest of the submission, the figures
too should be blind. Any information within the images that may indicate an individual or institution
should be blinded. The minimum resolution of each
submitted figure should be 300 DPI. To prevent delays in the evaluation process, all submitted figures
should be clear in resolution and large in size (minimum dimensions: 100 × 100 mm). Figure legends
should be listed at the end of the main document.
All acronyms and abbreviations used in the
manuscript should be defined at first use, both
in the abstract and in the main text. The abbreviation should be provided in parentheses following the definition.
When a drug, product, hardware, or software
program is mentioned within the main text,
product information, including the name of the
product, the producer of the product, and city
and the country of the company (including the
state if in USA), should be provided in parenthe-
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EDITORIAL

Primary Ciliary Dyskinesia: Ready for Quality of Life
Assessment
Özge Yılmaz1, Metin Akgün2,3
Department of Pediatric Allergy and Pulmonology, Celal Bayar University School of Medicine, Manisa, Turkey
Editor in Chief
3
Department of Chest Diseases, Atatürk University School of Medicine, Erzurum, Turkey
1
2

Primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) is a chronic, inherited disease characterized by ciliary dysfunction leading to defects in
mucociliary clearance, thus causing upper and lower respiratory problems such as sinusitis and bronchiectasis as well
as infertility. Diagnostic workup includes a combination of different techniques such as nasal nitric oxide measurement,
high-speed video microscopy analysis, electron microscopy, and genetic analysis because there is no single gold standard
due to the genetic and phenotypic heterogeneity of the disease [1,2].
Due to the chronic nature of the disease, difficulty in expectorating respiratory secretions, chronic presence of symptoms
such as productive cough, and requirement of daily treatment, this disease poses a burden on the patients and their families. PCD negatively impacts quality of life (QOL) because of disease complications as well as treatment burden. Moreover, treatment adherence decreases with time in patients, which might further deteriorate prognosis [3].
World Health Organization defines “health” as a complete state of physical, mental, and social well-being; thus, patientreported outcomes, especially health-related QOL (HRQOL), are important components of health and need to be assessed as part of a routine care in chronic diseases such as PCD [4].
In the previous issue of the Turkish Thoracic Journal, Emiralioglu et al. described the translation procedure of PCD-specific
HRQOL. Forward translation procedures followed international standards, where two independent and blinded translators fluent in English and Turkish participated. Backward translation into English was performed by a third independent
translator. The final Turkish translations of the questionnaires were applied to five subjects from each age group: adult,
adolescent, and pediatric PCD patients as well as five parents. After the subjects completed the questionnaire, a cognitive
debriefing session was performed, where each item of the questionnaire was discussed by the subjects. Finally, all these
information were used to achieve a final Turkish translation of the PCD-specific HRQOL that is ready for validation and
reliability studies [5].
The PCD-QOL questionnaire developed by Lucas et al. has different domains for different age groups: pediatric, adolescent, and adult patients as well as parents. These domains mainly evaluate physical, emotional, and social aspects of PCD
related to QOL. Moreover, there are different domains for various symptoms at different age groups. The total numbers of
items in the questionnaires are 37 in the questionnaire for children, 43 in the one for adolescents, 49 in the one for adults,
41 in the parents’ questionnaire [5-7]. Content validity of this questionnaire has been shown in English-speaking populations [6]. However, translations of QOL measures require cultural adaptation besides linguistic translation, and cognitive
debriefing is one of the most important steps of this adaptation.
Assessment of QOL is an essential part of follow-up of children with chronic diseases such as PCD. Thus, it is important
that we have a cultural adaptation of a Turkish PCD-QOL questionnaire. Next step shall include the demonstration of
validity and reliability of this questionnaire in Turkish patient population.
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Abstract

OBJECTIVES: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is an inflammatory disease, in which chronic and systemic inflammation
plays an important role. By decreasing neutrophil infiltration and cytokine production, statins have anti-inflammatory mechanisms.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Fifty-seven patients who had diagnosis of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease according to GOLD
guideline were included in the study; 20 of them were statin users. Statin users group were patients being under medication with regular
simvastatin, atorvastatin or rosuvastatin 20 mg per day for at least the past 1 year.
RESULTS: There was statistically no significant difference between patients with or without statin treatment with respect to; age, femalemale ratio, COPD severity level, medication used for COPD, pulmonary function tests results and smoking habits. COPD exacerbation
frequency in patients using statins was significantly less than patients not using statins (p<0.05). Patient number with COPD exacerbation,
antibiotic treatment and outpatient clinic administration and outpatient clinic administration frequency was significantly lower in statin
using patients (p<0.05).
CONCLUSION: COPD patients receiving statins have a lower frequency of COPD exacarbations, hospital administration and antibiotic
treatment compared to patients not receiving statins.
KEYWORDS: Statin, COPD, exacerbations
Received: 04.12.2016

Accepted: 15.02.2017

Available Online Date: 15.03.2017

INTRODUCTION
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is an inflammatory disease of the lungs characterized by progressive airway obstruction [1]. Some studies have proposed a significant association between smoking and pulmonary inflammation [2,3]. However, recent studies have shown an increase in systemic inflammatory markers in non-smokers, suggesting a possible association
with systemic inflammation rather than solitary pulmonary inflammation [4]. Deterioration in pulmonary functions may result
in decreased functional capacity, frequent hospitalization, increase in hospitalization rates, and early mortality [5]. Currently,
COPD is the fourth leading cause of mortality worldwide and is projected to be the third by 2020 [6]. The economic burden
of the disease is high due to close follow-up requirements, hospitalization due to exacerbations, and long-term treatments of
the disease. However, the only available options that increase survival rate are oxygen treatment and smoking cessation [7,8].
Chronic and systemic inflammation plays an important role in the pathogenesis of COPD. Statins are a class of drugs that inhibit
cholesterol production in the liver by blocking the mevalonate pathway. Currently, these drugs are used in the prevention of cardiovascular diseases. In addition to their cholesterol-lowering effects, recent studies have shown that they also possess immune modulatory
and pleiotropic effects [9,10]. Decrease in neutrophil infiltration and cytokine production, blockage of matrix remodelling, and slowdown in endothelial and epithelial integrity and apoptosis are the antiinflammatory mechanisms of statins in COPD patients [11].
Recently, studies have reported significant reduction in mortality [12,13] and hospitalization rates in patients receiving statins [14].
This study aimed to evaluate the possible effect of statins on the annual exacerbation frequency of COPD patients.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Selection
The study was conducted between January 2009 and September 2011 on patients with COPD visiting our outpatient clinic for routine clinical follow-up. All patients had a history of at least 20 packets per year smoking habit with some of them
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being ex-smokers. Spirometric tests performed in all patients,
immediately prior to inclusion in this study, were in accordance with the GOLD guideline [15]. All patients’ medical
treatment included long acting beta-2 agonists, tiotropium
bromur, and inhaled corticosteroids. Patients with asthma,
bronchiectasis, pulmonary fibrosis, pulmonary embolism,
congestive heart failure, or any organ malignancy and patients being treated with oral steroids, angiotensin-converting
enzyme inhibitors (ACEi), and angiotensin receptor blockers
(ARB) were excluded from the study.
Study Design
Patients without the mentioned exclusion criteria were included in the study. The possible effects of statin use on clinical COPD exacerbation was assessed with questionnaires.
All research procedures were designed according to declaration of Helsinki, and all participants provided written consent
for the study. Patients who had exacerbations in past one
year period were included in the study. Demographic data
such as height, age, sex, and body weight of these patients
were recorded. Disease severity was assessed with pulmonary function tests (PFT) undertaken during the stable period
of the disease prior to inclusion in the study. All spirometric assessments were performed according to the American
Thoracic Society’s suggestions and the same device was
used in all patients [16]. Forced expiratory volume (FEV1),
forced expiratory capacity (FVC), FEV1/FVC ratio, and forced
expiratory mid-flow (FEF25-75) were recorded during the first
second. Disease severity was classified as FEV1>80% (low),
50%>FEV1<80% (moderate), 30%>FEV1<50% (severe), and
FEV1<30% or respiratory insufficiency with FEV1<50%, according to the GOLD guideline [15].
Patients eligible for the study were asked about statin use.
Statin users included patients under medication with regular simvastatin, atorvastatin, or rosuvastatin 20 mg per day
for at least the past 1 year. Patients with irregular statin use
or alterations made in dosage or type were not included in
the study. COPD patients treated according to GOLD criteria
were grouped as statin users or non-users.
Subsequent to spirometric assessment and inclusion in the
study, patients were asked to fill in a questionnaire to evaluate COPD exacerbations during the past 1year. The questionnaire included an evaluation of worsening of breathing difficulty, coughing, sputum, or change in sputum nature during
the past 1 year. Beside routine clinical follow-ups, outpatient
and emergency clinic administration, antibiotic treatment due
to exacerbations, and hospitalization episodes during the past
1 year were also assessed. Anthonisen criteria were used to
define COPD exacerbations. The presence of any two of worsening of breathing difficulty, coughing, sputum, or change in
sputum nature was accepted as COPD exacerbations.
Data were filled into a chart and grouped as statin users versus non-statin users. Group-wise comparisons were made to
detect whether or not statin use is associated with COPD exacerbation and hospitalization.
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RESULTS
Sixty-five patients filled in questionnaires, and eight of them
were excluded from the study due to missing data. The final

Table 1. Patient characteristics from both groups
Statin (+)

Statin (−)

p

20

37

>0.05

Patient number
Male/female

0.53

0.4

>0.05

67.3 (52–90)

64.3 ( 37–92)

>0.05

33.2

34.9

>0.05

Active smokers

16 (80%)

34 (91%)

>0.05

Mean FEV1/FVC

68.75

64.7

>0.05

Mean FEV1

76.95

75.8

>0.05

Mean FVC

85.95

90.1

>0.05

Mean MMEF

53.75

46.4

>0.05

Mean age
Mean packets
per year smoking

FEV: forced expiratory volume, FVC: Forced vital capacity, MMEF:
Maximum mid-expiratory flow

Table 2. Clinical results of statin users vs. non-statin users
Statin users
Patients with COPD
exacerbation:

Statin non-users

2 (10%)

24 (64%)

<0.05*

0

5 (13%)

>0.05

Patients requiring antibiotic
treatment

2 (10%)

20 (%54)

<0.05*

Patient number of out of
schedule outpatient clinic
administration

2 (10%)

18(48%)

<0.05*

Total outpatient clinic
administration

4 (20%)

32 (94%)

<0.05

Hospitalized patients

0

4 (10%)

>0.05

Emergency clinic
administration

0

6 (16%)

>0.05

Patients requiring steroid
treatment

COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, *statistically
significant

number of patients included in the study was 57 [statin users, n=20 (35%); non-statin users, n=37 (65%)]. The mean
age of patients was 67.3 (range, 37-92) and male:female
ratio was 0.5. There were statistically no significant differences between statin users and non-statin users with respect
to age, male:female ratio, COPD severity, medication used
for COPD, PFT results, and smoking habits (Table 1). Both
groups were comparable. Outpatient clinic administration
out of scheduled controls was reported seven times in statin
users. However, in only two cases, COPD exacerbation criteria were fulfilled. The number of non-statin users applying to
the outpatient clinic out of schedule and emergency was 18
(48%) and 6 (16%), respectively. COPD exacerbation criteria
were fulfilled in 24 patients from this group. COPD exacerbation frequency in statin users (0.8 exacerbations per year) was
significantly less than that in non-statin users (1.2 exacerbations per year) (p<0.05). The number of patients with COPD
exacerbation, antibiotic treatment, and outpatient clinic administration and outpatient clinic administration frequency
were significantly lower in statin users (p<0.05). Clinical results of patients are explained in detail in Table 2.
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DISCUSSION
Our study showed that COPD patients may benefit from
statins. The 1-year retrospective evaluation of COPD patients
showed that frequency of exacerbations, out of schedule
hospital administration, and antibiotic treatment due to exacerbations were significantly lower in statin users than in
non-statin users.
Similar to our study results, in the study of Mancini et al.[14]
a lower frequency of hospitalization and mortality were reported in COPD patients receiving statins. Furthermore, Mancini et al.[14] proposed that ACEi and ARB have similar outcomes. Recently, Wang et al.[17] showed that statin use was
associated with a 30% decreased risk of COPD exacerbation,
and this correlated with drug dose but was independent of
the duration of therapy. In our study, patients using ACEi and
ARB were not included in order to have a homogenous group
and focus on the assessment of statins. In a recent study, statin
use in patients hospitalized for COPD exacerbation was associated with a lower risk of subsequent and severe COPD
exacerbation [18]. These results are consistent with our study
results that less frequent exacerbations are seen in patients
receiving statins. In addition to a lower frequency of exacerbations, a lower rate of exacerbation episodes and requirement of intubations have been reported in COPD patients receiving statins [17]. In a retrospective and population-based
study, a decrease in the rate of COPD-related mortality was
reported [19]. Furthermore, the study has reported a decrease
in pulmonary disease- and pneumonia-related mortality. In
correspondence with the literature, the non-statin users in our
study had a significantly higher frequency of exacerbations.
In particular, emergency ward admission in non-statin users
were seen in nearly half of the patients, whereas in statin users, this ratio remained as low as 10%. A further evidence of
the clinically relevant information showing a more serious
clinical picture in non-statin users was the significantly higher rate of medical treatment (antibiotics, steroids) required
due to the secondary effects of COPD.
Studies have assessed the effect of statins on COPD severity
and progression by evaluating PFTs. Independent of smoking
status, some studies have reported a reduced decline in FEV1
for statin users compared with non-users [20,21]. However,
a reduced decline in FEV1 was not observed by the Heart
Protection Study Collaborative Group while assessing the effect of simvastatin on mortality due to various diseases [22].
The lowered COPD mortality rates in simvastatin users were
also seen in the study group’s results. As we did not perform
control PFTs in our study, the possible outcomes could not
be evaluated.
The current literature supports the idea of inflammation
playing an important role in the pathogenesis of COPD
[4,23]. Particularly, disease severity has been shown to be
related with the underlying inflammation [24]. Neutrophil
accumulation in the airway results in the expression of proinflammatory cytokines (especially TNF-alpha and interleukins), which are a fundamental part of the pathogenesis. In
a recent experimental animal study evaluating the effect of
simvastatin on airway inflammation in COPD, decreases in
inflammatory markers such as leukocytes, macrophages, eo-

sinophils, TNF-alpha, IL-4, and IL-13 were reported [25]. In
another study evaluating the cardiovascular risk of COPD
patients, an increase in C-reactive protein (CRP) was found
to be related to COPD severity [26]. Although inhaled corticosteroids are beneficial in decreasing inflammation occurring in the airways, it was found to be associated with
an increased risk of pneumonia [27]. The discovery of the
anti-inflammatory effects of statins independent of their
cardioprotective effect [28] has led to the investigations on
their possible benefits in inflammatory diseases [29,30]. Although we did not evaluate the inflammatory markers of
COPD patients in this study, the decrease in the frequency
of exacerbations may be due to the anti-inflammatory effect
of statins; similar observations have been made by Blamoun
et al.[31]. Recent literature reviews have suggested that the
anti-inflammatory effect of statins on the airways is independent of inhaled corticosteroid treatments [11,19,32,33].
In our study, to overcome the possible bias that would arise
from different medical treatment regimens, all patients received inhaled corticosteroid treatment.
The main limitations of our study were the small sample size
and no follow-up of the FEV1 and CRP values due to the retrospective nature of the study. However, our study has objected
to evaluate only one topic without causing any confusion.
The study mainly aimed to assess the possible effect of statins
on exacerbation frequency and its medical management.
In conclusion, this study shows that COPD patients receiving
statins have a lower frequency of COPD exacerbations, hospitalization, and antibiotic treatment compared with patients
not receiving statins. Further randomized prospective studies
with larger sample size need to be conducted to confirm the
results of this study.
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Abstract

OBJECTIVES: Effects of air pollution parameters of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and particulate matter (PM10) values on the respiratory system
were investigated.
MATERIAL AND METHODS: Data of SO2 and PM10 were obtained daily for air pollution and classified into two groups: Group I
(2006–2007), coal burning years and Group II (2008–2009), natural gas+ coal burning. Groups I and II were divided into two subgroups
according to the months of combustion as combustible (November-April) and noncombustible (May-October). The number of patients
with asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder (COPD) was recorded between 2006 and 2009.
RESULTS: There was no statistically significant difference between Groups I and II for PM10 and SO2 (p>0.05). Within the years, the
values of SO2 and PM10 were statistically different between the groups defined by month (p<0.01). The number of patients in the combustible and noncombustible subgroups were found to be different for every 4 years, and the numbers of patients with COPD or asthma
were not changed through the years. There was a strong correlation between PM10 and COPD (r=0.59, p<0.01) and a weak correlation between PM10 and asthma (r=0.25, p>0.05). A correlation was found between SO2 and COPD (p<0.01) but not between SO2 and
asthma (p>0.05). The number of visits for COPD and asthma was statistically different between combustible and noncombustible subgroups (X2:58.61, p=0.000; X2:34.55, p=0.000, respectively). The r2 values for SO2 and PM10 for COPD patients were 17% and 24%,
respectively, in contrast to 8% and 5%, respectivley for asthma patients.
CONCLUSION: Air pollution is known to increase respiratory disease occurrences. With decrease in the usage of solid fuel, air pollution
could be reduced and may be effective in preventing respiratory diseases.
KEYWORDS: Air pollution, respiratory system disease, PM10, SO2, asthma, COPD
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INTRODUCTION
Inhalation of toxic particles and gases increases epithelial permeability, which is one of natural defense mechanisms of
the lungs; decreases mucociliary activity; and depresses macrophage functions. These substances render toxic effects in
healthy or unhealthy individuals and can be a component of molecular events that commonly develop [1]. In vitro experimental studies conducted on humans and animals showed that the damages caused increased inflammatory cellular activation (e.g., neutrophils, T lymphocytes, macrophages, and mast cells), increased production of inflammatory cell proteins
(cytokines and chemokines), increased oxidative stress with free radical formation [2] (superoxide, hydrogen peroxide,
and hydroxyl radicals), and decreased antioxidant enzyme levels (glutathione transferase and superoxide dismutase) [3].
Several studies have shown that particulate matter (PM) in the air affect short- and long-term health. In many studies, there
is evidence of effects of PM10 and PM2.5 (PM diameter of 10 or 2.5 µm) on asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD) and on the increased rate of hospitalization [4]. Studies have shown that particle pollution in the air has
negative effects on many parameters, particularly on respiratory function tests [5], patient’s symptoms, and the rate of
hospitalization [6-8].
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease presents with progressive inflammation of the airways, pulmonary veins, and
pulmonary parenchyma [9,10] and irreversibly causes airflow restriction [11]. Among all pulmonary diseases, COPD
is believed to be strongly associated with exposure to polluted air, in particular to PM (black smoke, total mass, PM10
or PM2.5 µm in diameter) [12]. Epidemiological data suggest that increased level of PM pollution elevates the number
of admissions to the emergency unit due to previously existing COPD or the rate of hospitalization [13,14]. According
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to the estimates of World Health Organization (WHO), the
number of deaths due to exposure to smoke from solid fuels
is approximately 1.6 million per year. Of these 693000 are
associated with COPD and 910000 with acute lower respiratory tract infections [15].
Sulfur dioxide (SO2) pollution is caused by combustion of
fossil fuels including sulfur and by pollutants resulting from
heating and released from smokestacks. In contrast, PM pollution is mostly caused by industrial regions and partially by
fossil fuels used for heating [16]. Exposure to SO2 was found
to be associated with increased prevalence of respiratory
symptoms, such as wheezing and shortness of breath; total
and respiratory mortality [17]; increased risk of asthma [18];
and exacerbation of a previously occurred respiratory disease
[19], increased prevalence of respiratory symptoms, such as
wheezing and shortness of breath [20].
The aim of the study was firstly to determine the relationship
between the use of solid fuels, which causes increased particles and harmful gases in air, and respiratory tract diseases
and secondly to determine the effect of PM10 and SO2 in air
pollution on the exacerbation of asthma and COPD, which
are among the respiratory tract diseases.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
This was a retrospective observational study, and the values
of SO2 and PM10 were obtained from Isparta Provincial
Directorate of Environment in order to determine daily air
pollution between 2006 and 2009. Data were recorded as
daily measurements in the measurement station at Isparta
and were evaluated considering daily SO2 and PM10 values
for all years.
The protocols for the research project and survey have been
approved by a suitably constituted ethics committee of our
institution and conform to the provisions of the Declaration
of Helsinki (as revised in Edinburgh 2000).
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Of the patients who were admitted with a complaint of a
respiratory tract disease to the emergency unit of the Suleyman Demirel University hospital between 2006 and 2009,
data of adults (aged >15 years) with asthma and COPD attack were assessed retrospectively. The diagnosis and staging
process were performed in accordance with the guidelines of
Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) for asthma patients and
the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease
(GOLD) criteria for COPD patients [21,22]. The attacks were
initially assessed by emergency medicine and chest diseases
research assistants and on-call chest diseases professors in
the emergency medical unit. The coexistence of clinical and
physiological findings, such as speech disorder, agitation,
confusion, cyanosis, respiratory rate >30/minute, pulse rate
>120/minute, involvement of accessory respiratory muscles,
oxygen saturation below 91%-92%, and CO2 retention was
accepted as asthma and COPD attack [23,24]. Patients admitted to hospital were classified in accordance with the International Classification of Diseases, Revision 10 (ICD 10CM, code J44-KOAH and J45-ASTHMA). Inclusion criteria
were patients with asthma and COPD and admitted to the
emergency unit for exacerbation; however, those admitted
to the emergency unit due to other upper respiratory tract

diseases and with coexistent cardiac diseases were excluded
from the study.
Study groups were designed as follows:
Group I: According to heating state, November-April was accepted as one period and May-October as the other period.
The periods were further classified based on the months in
which solid fuels was used (November-April) and not used
(May-October), and monthly data were subsequently evaluated between 2006 and 2007.
Group II: In addition to solid fuel usage, the periods were
classified based on the months in which fuel was used (November-April) and not used (May-October) between 2008
and 2009 when natural gas usage was initiated, and monthly
data were evaluated.
According to data obtained from Torosgaz at the time of the
study, there were a total of 94000 houses across Isparta, and
7000 active subscribers began the use natural gas. The measurement station was downtown and there were 550 houses,
23 official institutions, and a central heating system. In the
region where the measurement was performed, the total
number of houses was 4000, and 1477 houses used natural
gas, with the fuel usage rate of 36.9%, whereas this rate was
7.4% across the province. According to these results, the rate
of natural gas use is defined as partial transition to natural gas
and the use of solid fuel continues in the same region.
The mean SO2 and PM10 values for each month in the determined groups and asthma and COPD patients admitted with
a complaint of respiratory tract diseases to the emergency
unit of Suleyman Demirel University hospital in the related
months were included in the study. Of the admissions, air
pollution data of the city center where the study was performed were evaluated. In case of an attack, necessary treatment could be received in the emergency unit of any hospital. Therefore, the patients included in the study were those
who were admitted in the region where air pollution was
evaluated.
Statistical Analysis
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to determine whether data displayed normal distribution. The nonparametric
Kruskal-Wallis test was employed to compare the months
in which solid fuel was and was not used and to assess the
differences. The numbers of patients were compared using
ANOVA according to the months in which solid fuel was
used or not used by considering even the year. Since variances were not homogeneous, patient numbers were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test according to the months
in which solid fuel was used and not used. Depending on
the absence of nonhomogeneous variance, patient numbers
were compared using the F-test variance analysis as years
and months in which solid fuel was and was not used. Because the variance range was extremely wide, variations
were found to be homogeneous as a result of homogeneous
square root transformation in the F test, and the data were
made reliable. In statistical evaluations, the value of p<0.05
was accepted to be significant.
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RESULTS
Table 1 presents the numbers of asthma and COPD patients
from those admitted due to respiratory tract diseases to the
emergency unit in 2006-2007 (Group I) and 2008-2009
(Group II) and the evaluation of PM10 and SO2 values according to the months in which solid fuel was used and not
used. PM10 and SO2 levels showed a statistically significant
difference in the months (p<0.001). According to these findings, the levels of PM10 and SO2 significantly increased in the
months in which solid fuel was used. Considering the months
in which solid fuel was used and not used in a year, PM10
and SO2 levels were found to differ significantly (p<0.001),
and there was a decrease in the months in which solid fuel
was not used. Similarly, there was a statistically significant
decrease in the frequency of asthma (p<0.001) and COPD
Table 1. Numbers of patients admitted to the emergency
unit due to respiratory tract diseases in 2006–2008
(Group I) and 2008–2009 (Group II) and the evaluation
of PM10 and SO2 values according to the months in
which solid fuel was and was not used

Group I
Months in which solid
fuel was used

PM10 (µg/m3)
(mean±SD)

SO2 (µg/m3)
(mean±SD)

83.49±51.66

55.76±56.52

121.19±49.04b 91.26±58.32a

Months in which solid
fuel was not used

45.79±0.63

16.72±9.32

Group II

87.09±63.95

52.56±57.16

Months in which solid
fuel+natural gas was used
Months in which solid fuel+
natural gas was not used

123.94±54.91b 95.38±51.70a
50.23±50.72

9.75±12.27

According to months in which fuel was not used; ap<0.05 for PM,
b
p<0.05 for SO2

Table 2. PM10 and SO2 values according to year group.
Group I: 2006–2007 and Group II: 2008–2009
Year group

PM10 (n=24)

SO2 (n=20)

83.50±51.66

55.77±56.53

87.09±63.95

52.56±57.16

0.831

0.851

Group I
2006-2007
Group II
2008-2009
p value

(p<0.001) occurrence in the months in which solid fuel was
not used (Table 1).
For Group II, when PM10 (p<0.001) and SO2 (p<0.001)
values were compared between the months in which solid
fuel+natural gas were used and solid fuel+natural gas were
not used, there was a statistically significant difference,
and the values decreased in the months in which solid
fuel+natural gas was not used.
Regardless of the classification, no significant difference was
found between the groups When comparing air pollution
based on the year (Table 2). When data were compared using t test, no statistically significant difference was detected
(p>0.05).
There was a significant difference between the months in
which solid fuel was used and not used in terms of the number of COPD (p<0.001) and asthma (p<0.001) admissions.
The number of patient admissions was significantly decreased
in months in which solid fuel was not used.
According to single factor analysis of variance, the number
of COPD patients in months in which solid fuel was used
and not used differed at the same level in all years. There
was a statistically significant difference between the months
in which solid fuel was used and not used in terms of the
number of COPD and asthma patients admitted to hospital (p<0.001 and p<0.05, respectively), and the numbers of
COPD patients and asthma patients were lower in the months
in which solid fuel was not used (Table 3).
The presence of a linear relationship between PM10 and SO2
values and the numbers of patients with asthma and COPD
was evaluated through correlation analysis. There was an increasing linear relationship between PM10 and SO2 values,
PM10 and COPD, and SO2 and COPD. There was an increasing linear relationship between PM10 and asthma and between SO2 and asthma. However, their statistical significance
level was low.
A high correlation was observed between PM10 and the
number of COPD patients (r=0.59, p<0.001). There was a
correlation between PM10 and SO2 (r=0.025, p<0.001). The
correlation between PM10 and asthma (r=0.25, p=0.123) was
found to be statistically nonsignificant. While a correlation
was observed between SO2 and COPD (p<0.05), there was
no significant correlation between SO2 and asthma (p>0.05).
The distribution graphs for the correlation analysis between

Table 3. Comparison of the numbers of patients admitted to the emergency unit in months in which fuel was used and
not used according to years
2006-2007

2008-2009

COPD mean±SD

Asthma mean±SD

COPD mean±SD

Asthma mean±SD

Months in which solid fuel
(+natural gas) was used

13.08±7.40a

2.16±1.89b

12.33±5.08a

3.66±3.14b

Months in which solid fuel
(+natural gas) was not used

5.66±2.67

1.33±1.07

4.66±3.77

1.00±1.41

0.001

0.001

0.05

p value

0.05

One-factor variance analysis was performed. According to months in which fuel was not used; p<0.05 for COPD, p<0.05 for asthma
a

b
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Figure 1. SO2 and PM10 and asthma and COPD scatter graphs and regression models (regression analyses were performed for determining SO2
and PM10 values and the predictability of having asthma and COPD, and the results are presented in Figure 1. Coefficients of determination
were ranged between 5% and 25%. Although the predictability of models is not high, they provide information that shows that they are
assessable

SO2 and PM10 values and asthma and COPD variables are
presented in Figure 1.
Regression Analysis
Linear regression analyses were performed for predicting SO2 and
PM10 values and the numbers of COPD and asthma patients. The
r2 values were 17% for SO2 and COPD (6,355+0,04789xSO2),
8% for SO2 and asthma (1,508+0,01177xSO2), 24% for PM10
and COPD (4,349+0,005380xPM10), and 5% for PM10 and
asthma (1,295+0,008750xPM10). The coefficients of determination for regression models indicated that the predictive value
of the model is low. However, it partially explains the relationship between the related variables (Figure 1).
DISCUSSION
Our study revealed that an increase in air pollution and accordingly in respiratory tract diseases development occurred
in association with the use of solid fuels.
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The relationship between the level of daily air pollution in
the center of Sivas and the diagnostic rates of COPD and
bronchial asthma in patients hospitalized in Sivas Chest Diseases Hospital between October 1, 1998, and September
30, 2000, was investigated. No statistically significant relationship was found in the study between daily SO2 values
and all patients hospitalized at the same period and patients
diagnosed with bronchial asthma and COPD. A significant
relationship was found between total daily particle values

and hospitalized COPD patients residing within the borders
of the municipality (r=0.5, p=0.013) [25]. A study evaluating
the use of coal banned in 1990, 1995, and 1998 and the
patient admission rates before and after the ban in Ireland
revealed that the number of admissions due to respiratory
tract diseases continuously decreased after the ban, and a
decrease was observed in the numbers of pneumonia, COPD,
and asthma patients [26]. Similarly, a study investigating SO2and PM-induced air pollution and the admissions of asthma
and COPD patients to the emergency unit showed that high
SO2 values were found to be associated with admission to the
emergency unit [27]. A study by Rumana et al. [28] examined the relationship between the levels of PM2.5, PM10, nitrogen oxides (NOx), SO2, ammonia (NH3), and ozone (O3),
urbanization, and air pollution and emergent respiratory
and cardiac diseases and revealed that respiratory infections
(25%) and the prevalence of asthma/COPD (4%) were associated with increased air pollution. In literature, studies have
demonstrated a linear relationship between air pollution and
respiratory tract diseases. Similar findings were obtained in
our study. However, harmful effects on respiratory health will
be reduced with widespread use of natural gas and elimination of other pollutants contributing to air pollution.
The current degree of air pollution was evaluated in the province of Diyarbakir. It was observed that the annual SO2 and
PM concentrations were approximately 110 μg/m3 in 20002001, which increased in 2002 and declined in 2003. Ac-
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cording 2004 data, the values of SO2 and PM increased to
134 and 137 μg/m3, respectively, in January; the values were
115 and 120 μg/m3, respectively, in December. These values were above the targeted limit determined by the Turkish Air Quality Protection Regulation and WHO. Similar to
our study, it is observed that the factors causing air pollution
are the use of solid fuels, exhaust gas, and factory emissions
[29]. In the example of the province of Van, air pollution
parameters (SO2 and PM10) before the use of natural gas and
after transition to natural gas were examined. Coal, fuel oil,
and diesel fuel were used for heating in the province. Natural gas use was initiated as of March 2008. With the use of
natural gas, the use of other fuels decreased. Thus, the study
thus revealed that while the SO2 value of 250 μg/m3 stated
in the Air Quality Evaluation and Management Regulation
(AQEMR) was exceeded in some months before transition to
the use of natural gas, the value did not exceed the limit after
initiation of natural gas usage. It was observed that the PM10
value exceeded the 200 μg/m3 value stated in the regulation
in winter and reached 267 μg/m3. With transition to natural
gas usage in March 2008, a decrease was observed in the
PM10 value again [30]. The data obtained from this study,
which are consistent with those in literature, show that solid
fuel-induced air pollution significantly decreased with partial
transition to natural gas.
Sunyer et al. [31] evaluated the admissions to the emergency
unit due to COPD and daily air pollution in Barcelona, which
is a Mediterranean city where motor vehicles were commonly used in 1991. They found a positive relationship between
the admissions for COPD and black smoke, SO2, and carbon
monoxide (CO). In other studies conducted in the USA and
Canada, the significant relationship between admission or
hospitalization in the emergency unit due to respiratory diseases and asthma and particles and O3 was emphasized [3237]. These results indicate a relationship between the levels
of PM and SO2 and the admissions for asthma and COPD,
similar to our study.
Stieb et al. [38] evaluated 400000 emergency service visits in
14 hospitals in seven different cities between 1990 and 2000
and examined the levels of CO, NO2, SO2, PM10, and PM2.5.
The levels of PM10 and PM2.5 were found to be associated
with asthma attacks. In the study conducted by Canova et al.
[39] regarding the effect of PM10 on hospitalization rate and
its relationship with asthma and COPD, it was found that the
high level of PM10 was related to hospital admission, and
short-term exposure to PM10 decreased antioxidants in the
blood samples of patients and increased exacerbations.
In İzmir, the relationship between asthma cases and the levels
of SO2 and PM10 was investigated in six districts between
2007 and 2010. A significant correlation was noted between
air pollution in the province and the number of asthma cases [40]. In an analysis conducted on adults and children in
London, it was shown that PM10 and SO2 had strong effects
on asthma and other lower respiratory tract diseases [41]. In
our study, the findings revealed an increasing linear relationship between the levels of PM10 and SO2 and the number
of patient admissions for COPD. “A study in Tokyo examining the acute effect of air pollution on pulmonary functions

and airway inflammation in healthy volunteers showed that
the mean 4-day PM10 concentrations increased, and PM10
was significantly associated with forced expiratory volume
in 1 second (FEV1) values. In relationship with the history of
asthma, the level of exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO) was found
to be increased. While high level of PM10 was associated
with decreased FEV1, it was emphasized that the patients
with rhinitis and asthma are more susceptible to air pollution
[42]. In a study investigating the effect of PM2.5 on asthmarelated mortality and morbidity, experimental asthma was induced with ovalbumin in rats in two cities of the USA, and
the rats were exposed to air pollution for 16 hours. Subsequently, PM2.5 analyses were performed (mass, size, fraction,
and main component analyses, and trace element content),
the lung lobe was removed through bronchoalveolar lavage
(BAL), and airway inflammation and mucus response were
evaluated. The concentration of PM, which was similar in
two cities, did not cause any effect in nonasthmatic rats. On
the contrary, 200% airway mucus, 250% neutrophil, and
90% eosinophil increases in BAL and 300% total protein
increase were noted in the asthmatic rats. It was concluded
that increased PM caused exacerbation in asthma patients
sensitive to it, and exposure to PM should be considered
for the protection of public health [43]. In the Italian part
of the EpiAir Project, the effect of air pollution on hospital
admissions was investigated in nine cities between 2001 and
2005. The relationship between PM10 and gases (NO2 and
O3) and respiratory tract diseases was examined, and three
pollutants were found to be associated with hospitalization
for different levels of asthma, COPD, and respiratory tract infections. A high relationship was detected between NO2 and
asthma, particularly in children [44]. In our study, there was
an increasing linear relationship between admissions due to
asthma attack and the levels of PM10 and SO2; however, the
significance value was low, which could be because of increasing linear relationship can be explained with that the
number of asthma patients was same in all months and pollens increased attacks as well as air pollution.
In fact, while this pollution is more associated with secondary
transformation and long-range transport in hot periods, particle pollution in Isparta is strongly influenced by local traffic
and factories. Moreover, high levels of PM and SO2 even in
the months in which solid fuel is not used can be associated
with air pollution produced by large factories downtown and
near city centers as well as exhaust gases. In this case, in addition to traffic and industrial sectors, the numbers of asthma
and COPD attacks increased in parallel with increased air
pollution in the months in which solid fuel was used. In this
study, the particles measured during the study period in Isparta were found to be a risk factor, particularly for COPD. This
is associated with air pollution caused by the use of solid fuel
especially in winters, exhaust gases, and smokestacks of factories. The results show that exposure to oxidants (particles)
leads to exacerbation of inflammatory response symptoms
that develop against infections and an increase in the number
of hospitalizations due to infection [45,46].
Our study provides valuable data with regard to the relationship between air pollution and respiratory tract diseases in
our country. However, it has some limitations. Data on air
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pollution in the study reflect the state of the center of Isparta.
It cannot be certainly assumed that the patients admitted to
the emergency unit due to acute exacerbation were those
exposed to air pollution in the city center. However, considering that respiratory emergencies triggered by air pollution
could be intervened in any medical service, patients included
in the study could indeed belong to the region where the
study was conducted, which is one of the restrictions of the
study. The misleading factor is that the measurement of air
pollution was performed at specific regions of the city, and
the data obtained were adapted to the whole city. In this situation, distinguishing patients from regions with and without
air pollution may be difficult. Another limitation of the study
is that PM2.5 could not be evaluated instead of PM10. This
was attributed to the capacity of the measurement station.

3.

In addition to its contribution to the pathogenesis of asthma
and COPD, air pollution is a risk factor for those with a history
of asthma and COPD. It affects individual quality of life and
has a serious economic impact. This issue should be dealt
with regard to public health. To ensure a comfortable and
healthy life of the members of a society, local and national
authorized institutions should take necessary measures, and
the society should be aware of the situation. The detection
of the amount and development of this pollution (exposure
to pollutants and oxidative stress) will be inestimable for the
correct evaluation of the efficiency of air quality policies and
for decreasing the effects of air pollution on respiratory tract
diseases.
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Abstract

OBJECTIVES: Fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS) is characterized by complaints of chronic musculoskeletal pain, fatigue, and difficulty in falling asleep. Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS) is associated with symptoms, such as morning fatigueness and unrefreshing sleep.
We aimed to investigate the presence of OSAS and objectively demonstrate changes in sleep pattern in patients with FMS.
MATERIAL AND METHODS: Polysomnographic investigations were performed on 24 patients with FMS. Patients were divided into two
groups: patients with and without OSAS (Group 1 and Group 2, respectively). A total of 40 patients without FMS who presented to the
sleep disorders polyclinic with an initial diagnosis of OSAS were included in Group 3. Based on their apnea hypopnea index (AHI),
OSAS in the patients were categorized as mild (AHI, 5-15), moderate (30), or severe (>30).
RESULTS: OSAS was detected in 50% of patients with FMS. The most prominent clinical findings were morning fatigue and sleep disorder, which were similar in three groups. In polysomnography (PSG) evaluation, patients with FMS had mild (33%), moderate (25%),
and severe (42%) OSAS. In correlation analyses, negative correlations were observed between fibromyalgia impact questionnaire (FIQ)
and mean oxygen saturation, visual analogue scale (VAS), and minimum oxygen saturation, whereas a positive correlation was found
between FIQ and desaturation times in patients with FMS.
CONCLUSION: Detection of OSAS in 50% of the patients with FMS, and similar rates of complaints of sleep disorder and morning fatigue
of OSAS and FMS cases are important results. Detection of correlation between the severity of hypoxemia and FIQ and VAS scores are
significant because it signifies the contribution of increased tissue hypoxemia to the deterioration of clinical status. Diagnosis and treatment
of OSAS associated with FMS are important because of their favorable contributions to the improvement of the clinical picture of FMS.
KEYWORDS: Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome, fibromyalgia syndrome, polysomnography, sleep disorders, apnea hypopnea index,
hypoxemia
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INTRODUCTION
Fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS) is a chronic health problem that presents with pain all over the body, with other symptoms,
such as tenderness of the affected joints, muscles fatigue, sleep problems (waking up unrefreshed and excessive daytime
sleepiness), and cognitive impairment [1]. Since its etiology is not fully known, its treatment is symptomatic. Patients with
FMS are usually treated with various combinations of physiotherapy, psychotherapy, psychotrophic drugs, and analgesics.
Treatment effectiveness in FMS is limited, and these patients frequently lead their lives with symptoms of chronic insomnia, sleep problems, fatigue, and pain [2].
Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS) is a pathology with systemic effects that are characterized by associated symptoms of recurrent episodes of upper respiratory tract obstruction, hypoxemia, arousals during sleep, morning fatigue because
of impaired sleep quality, morning headache, unrefreshing sleep, attention defict during daytime, impaired concentration,
cognitive dysfunction, and depression [3]. Because of the similarities between the symptoms of FMS and OSAS, we aimed
the presence of OSAS and objectively demonstrated the changes in sleep pattern in patients with FMS in this study.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Cases and Study Design
This was a cross-sectional study and was performed between April 2013 and June 2014. Polysomnographic evaluation
was performed on 24 patients who had predominantly complained of sleep disorder and were diagnosed with FMS in
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The Clinics of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation in our
hospital. Patients with FMS were divided into two groups:
patients with and without OSAS (Group 1 and Group 2,
respectively). A total of 40 patients who were evaluated
with the an initial diagnosis of OSAS in the clinics of sleep
disorder but were found to be devoid of FMS following assessments performed in the Department of Physical Therapy
and Rehabilitation were determined as the control group
(Group 3). Diagnosis of FMS was based on the criteria established by The American College of Rheumatology [4].
Data related to demographic characteristics, sleep patterns,
medical history, medication use, and habits were retrieved
using a standardized questionnaire survey administered before the sleep study.
For evaluating pain, the visual analogue scale (VAS) was
used. Pain threshold was evaluated using an algometer.
The pressure algometer used in this study (JTECH, Commander™) was connected to a dial that can measure pressure in kg or libres with a round rubber pressure measurement tip in the form of a disk of 1 cm diameter. By
holding the dial, the operator can apply pressure on the
predetermined points. During the assessments, at the first
instance of pressure pain felt by the patient, the algometer
was taken away from the body, and the value displayed on
the indicator was recorded. Measurements were repeated
for three times, and the average of these values was taken
into consideration.
Back depression scale (BDS), back anxiety scale (BAS),
and fibromyalgia impact questionnaire (FIQ) forms were
completed by the study groups. BDS, which consists of a
total of 21 questions, was developed in the year 1967 by
Beck, and it is based on the evaluation of somatic, affective, and cognitive functions of the patient. It is designed
in a questionnaire form, and the patients were requested
to choose the responses most suitable to their condition.
Each item consists of four sentences. These sentences are
listed from neutral (0 point) to the most severe state (3
points). The maximum score is 63 points [5]. According
to Beck et al., depression levels were classified based on
BDS scores as follows: 0-13 points, no depression; 14-19
points, mild; 20-28 points, moderate; and 29-63 points, severe depression [6]. BAS is a Likert-type assessment scale
consisting of 21 items, which measures the frequency of
anxiety symptoms experienced by an individual. Each item
is rated between 0 and 3 points. Higher total scores indicate the severity of anxiety experienced by an individual.
Its validation and reliability studies have been performed
in our country [7]. Based on BAS scores, 0-17 points, 1824 points, and ≥25 points indicate mild, moderate, and
severe degrees of anxiety, respectively. FIQ was developed
by Burchardt et al. to measure the functional state of patients with FMS [8]. It measures physical function, feeling oneself good, inability to go to work, feeling uneasy
at work, pain, fatigueness, morning fatigueness, stiffness,
anxiety, and depression. Apart from feeling oneself good,
lower scores indicate recovery or mild impact of the disease on the patient. FIQ is completed by the patient and
takes approximately 5 min to complete. Validation and reliability studies of FIQ have been performed [9]. This study

was in compliance with the principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Local Ethical
Committee. Written informed consent was obtained from
all the patients.
PSG Evaluation
Overnight PSG was performed in all patients using a
55-channel polysomnograph (Alice® Sleepware, Philips
Respironics, PA, USA) and included the following variables: electrooculograms (two channels), electroencephalograms (four channels), electromyograms of the submental muscles (one channel) and anterior tibialis muscle of
both legs (two channels), electrocardiograms, airflow
measurements (with oronasal thermistor and nasal cannula pressure transducer), body position sensor that discerns changes in the body position during sleep, and a
snore sensor for the detection of snoring vibrations. Respiratory efforts of chest and abdominal muscles (two channels) were recorded using piezoelectric belts and arterial
oxyhemoglobin saturation (SaO2: one channel) using pulse
oximetry with a finger probe. The recordings were scored
according to the standard criteria of American Academy
of Sleep Medicine (AASM). Apnea was defined as ≥90%
decrease in the air flow amplitude persisting for at least 10
s relative to the baseline amplitude. AASM has provided
two definitions for hypopnea. The recommended definition is a ≥30% decrease in the air flow amplitude relative
to the baseline values associated with ≥4% oxygen desaturation, all sustaining for at least 10 s. Alternative definition
is expressed as ≥50% decrease in the air flow amplitude
relative to the baseline values associated with a ≥3% oxygen desaturation or arousal from sleep, all sustaining for
at least 10 s. In our study, hypopnea was determined according to the alternative definition [10]. Apnea hypopnea
index (AHI) was calculated as the number of apneic plus
hypopneic episodes per hour of sleep. Patients with AHI
of ≥5 events/h were diagnosed with OSAS. Based on their
AHI scores, the patients were categorized into mild (AHI,
5-15), moderate (AHI, 15-30), and severe OSAS (AHI, >30)
groups according to the AASM Task Force criteria [11].
Oxygen desaturation index (ODI) was defined as the total
number of measurements of oxyhemoglobin desaturation
of ≥4% within ≥10 s-<3 min from the baseline divided by
the total sleep time.
Statistical Analysis
Chi-square tests were used to investigate the correlations (if
any) between qualitative variables. Quantitative variables
were presented as arithmetic mean ± standard deviation and
qualitative variables as numbers and percentages. For the difference between the groups, the independent Samples t-test
was used, and for the correlation analysis, the Pearson correlation coefficient was used. Covariance analysis was used
to compare the differences among the groups. For multiple
comparison, the Bonferroni test was used. P values were adjusted according to age and body mass index (BMI) values. P
values less than 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant. Calculations were performed using a pre-prepared
statistical software (IBM SPSS Statistics 19, (IBM SPSS; IBM
Co., Somers, NY, USA).
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RESULTS
A total of 64 patients (females, n=28, 44% and males, n=36,
56%) were included in the study. Mean age (48.39±9.47
years) and mean BMI (48.39±9.47 kg/m2) of all the groups
were also calculated. Groups 1, 2, and 3 consisted of 12, 12,
and 40 patients, respectively. A significant intergroup difference was observed in terms of gender, age, and BMI of the
patients. In this study, p values were adjusted according to
age and BMI values. In patients with FMS (Groups 1 and 2),
higher mean VAS, tender points, FIQ, and Beck anxiety-depression scores but lower mean algometry scores were found
compared with those in patients without FMS (Group 3).
The most predominant clinical findings were complaints
of morning fatigue and sleep disorder, which were at similar rates in the three groups. No intergroup difference was
detected for additional concomitant diseases, including
diabetes mellitus, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
coronary artery disease, and goiter (p>0.05). Demographic
characteristics and FMS-related symptoms are indicated in
Table 1.

The groups were compared with respect to PSG findings, and
longer sleep latencies were seen in Group 2 (FMS positive,
OSAS negative group) (p=0.004). Stages of non-rapid eye
movement (NREM) sleep and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep
were similar between the groups with respect to their duration
and percentages (p>0.05). Mean AHI and arousal index (ARI)
scores were significantly different between the three groups
(p<0.001), but mean AHI and ARI were similar between
Group 1 (FMS positive, OSAS positive group) and Group 3
(FMS negative, OSAS positive group). OSAS has been detected in 50% of patients with FMS. Patients with FMS had mild
(33%), moderate (25%), and severe (42%) OSAS (Group 1).
In Group 3 (OSAS positive, FMS negative group), mild, moderate, and severe OSAS were seen in 15%, 20%, and 65%
of the patients, respectively. PSG findings of the groups are
shown in v 2. PSG findings of patients with FMS were evaluated, and alpha intrusions were detected in 11 of 24 patients.
These activations were seen in NREM stages 2 and 3.
In correlation analyses, negative correlation was observed
in all cases between sleep latencies and algometry scores
(r=-0.28, p=0.022) (Figure 1). In patients with FMS, negative

Table 1. Demographic and clinical findings of study groups
Group 1
FMS (+) OSAS(+)
(n=12)

Group 2
FMS (+) OSAS(-)
(n=12)

Group 3
FMS(-) OSAS (+)
(n=40)

p

51.75±8.00

39.92±8.25

50.88±8.3

<0.001

Female, n (%)

9 (75)a

12 (100)a

7 (17.5)b

Male, n (%)

3 (25)a

0 (0)a

33 (82.5)b

40.66±11.53a

28.65±5.20b

32.28±5.42b

<0.001

Chronic pain duration (year)*

6.00±4.54

2.46±2.71

2.3±5.98

0.122

VAS*

7.00±1.00

a

7.00±1.00

Age (year)

a

a

b

a

Gender

BMI (kg/m2)*

a

<0.001

2.00±3.00

b

<0.001

b

<0.001

TP*

14.00±3.00

15.00±3.00

2.00±3.00

Algometry*

19.07±4.06a

18.28±4.96a

21.95±3.54b

0.007

a

<0.001

a

a

FIQ*

80.19±16.22

69.31±14.15

25.38±23.2

BDS*

19.00±7.00a

20.00±12.00a

6.00±5.00b

<0.001

BAS*

19.00±7.00

31.00±14.00

10.00±7.00

<0.001

a

a

a

b

b

Symptoms, n(%)				
Chronic widespread pain

10 (90.9)a

10 (83.3)a

8 (20)b

Sleep disorder

11 (100)

10 (83.3)

35 (87.5)

0.401

Fatigue, weakness

11 (100)

a

a

12 (100)

23 (57.5)

0.001

Concentration disturbance

8 (72.7)

a

8 (66.7)

ab

12 (30)

Headache

9 (81.8)a

12 (100)a

<0.001
b

b

16 (40)b

0.009
<0.001

Paresthesia

8 (72.7)

6 (50)

18 (45)

0.265

Stiffness

8 (72.7)a

10 (83.3)a

10 (25)b

<0.001

Swelling sensation

9 (81.8)a

10 (83.3)a

9 (22.5)b

<0.001

Morning fatigue

11 (91.6)

10 (83.3)

26 (65)

0.064

*Mean±standard deviation. FMS: fibromyalgia syndrome; BMI: Body Mass Index; VAS: visual analogue scale; TP: tender points; FIQ: fibromyalgia
impact questionnaire; BDS: Back depression scale; BAS: Back anxiety scale
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Table 2. Polysomnographic findings of study groups
Group 1
FMS (+) OSAS(+)
(n=12)

Group 2
FMS (+) OSAS(-)
(n=12)

Group 3
FMS(-) OSAS (+)
(n=40)

p

Total sleep time (minute)

377.42±52.65

353.04±61.78

363.34±53.35

0.551

Sleep latency (minute)

15.00±11.66

a

31.88±28.07

b

14.88±10.32

a

0.004

REM (minute)*

62.67±31.93

56.71±21.39

64.23±30.15

0.736

(%)

16.09±7.43

16.18±6.05

17.05±7.12

0.879

Stage 1 (minute)*

40.08±21.42

26.33±12.89

45.98±28.57

0.067

(%)

10.95±5.71

8.01±5.07

12.86±8.48

0.147

153.13±21.12

148.21±35.2

151.44±45.9

0.954

41.22±7.53

42.02±7.23

41.62±10.73

0.980

Stage 3 (minute)*

121.54±48.28

121.79±48.8

101.94±47.31

0.285

(%)

31.73±10.51

33.82±11.37

28.12±12.99

0.320

Stage 2 (minute)*
(%)

82.13±12.1

78.06±12.19

79.07±11.03

0.646

AHI

Sleep Efficiency (%)

33.86±28.93a

2.09±1.72b

43.83±26.68a

<0.001

ARI

36.49±22.25a

7.12±3.48b

49.57±23.65a

0.001

Desaturation (%)

23.15±31.87

0.16±0.33

12.82±23.53

0.062

ODI

31.43±28.41a

2.21±1.98b

38.78±32.43a

0.001

Minimum O2 saturation
in night (%)

73.25±14.39a

90.42±3.82b

76.45±13.48a

0.002

Average O2 saturation
in night (%)

91.42±5.82a

95.67±1.07b

92.25±4.07a

0.025

Mild

4 (33)

-

6 (15)

Moderate

3 (25)

-

8 (20)

Severe

5 (42)

-

26 (65)

Severity of OSAS n (%)
0.277

*Sleep stages are given as minute and % of total sleep time. REM: Rapid Eye Movement; AHI: Apnea-Hypopnea Index; ARI: Arousal Index; ODI:
oxygen desaturation index; Desaturation (%): Sleep time of SpO2<90%
Each different superscript indicates the statistical significance

a,b
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Figure 2. Correlation between average O2 saturation and FIQ

Figure 1. Correlation between sleep latency and algometry

FIQ: fibromyalgia impact questionnaire

correlations were observed in FIQ and average oxygen satu-

gen saturations (r=-0.438, p=0.032) (Figure 3), while a posi-

ration (r=-0.71; p<0.001) (Figure 2), VAS and average oxygen

tive correlation was observed between FIQ and desaturation

saturations (r=-0.458, p=0.02), and VAS and minimum oxy-

times (r=0.69, p<0.001) (Figure 4).
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DISCUSSION
The salient findings of the present study are as follows. First,
OSAS was detected in 50% of patients with FMS. The second
outcome is distraction of attention to common symptoms of
sleep disorder and morning fatigue in both FMS (Group 1,
Group 2) and OSAS (Group 3). The third result is the detection of a significant correlation between the degree and
severity of hypoxemia as retrieved from the records of PSG,
FIQ, and VAS scores, which are characteristic measures of
FMS. These outcomes were significant because they demonstrated the contribution of increased tissue hypoxia to clinical
deterioration in FMS.
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Fibromyalgia syndrome is a chronic painful condition with
unknown etiology characterized by tender trigger points, with
painful response to pressure, widespread pain, and muscular hypersensitivity [12]. Other frequently seen concomitant
symptoms include fatigue, joint stiffness, sleep disorders, depression, and anxiety [13]. Fibromyalgia syndrome can affect
the quality of life via induction of functional impairment [14].
Its prevalence is estimated to range between 2% and 4% [1518]. It is observed in 3.4%-4.9% of females and 0.5%-1.6% of
male patients with a female/male ratio of 6-9/1 [15,19].

In FMS, non-restorative sleep and morning fatigue are the
most prominent symptoms [20-22]. The patients indicated
their sleep as unrefreshening when they woke up, which
signifies impaired sleep quality even if their sleep duration
was normal. Impaired sleep quality is associated with fibromyalgia pain. Dysfunctional changes in the central nervous system (CNS) caused by chronic pain have been held
responsible for sleep disorder. It has been suggested that
in FMS, increased sympathetic activity in CNS and release
of proinflammatory cytokines from glial cells adversely affects sleep quality. On the other hand, sleep has been suggested to have an impact on fibromyalgia symptoms, with
an underlying immunological pathogenesis, and effects of
mediator cytokines, such as TNF-α and IL1-β, involved in
the sleep regulating regions of CNS on the the emergence
of FMS symptoms have also been indicated [23]. In our
study, complaints of sleep disorders were found in similar
patients with FMS and OSAS. Similarly, the rates of morning
fatigue, which is one of the most predominant symptoms of
FMS, were not different between the groups. It should not
be forgotten that the complaints of sleep disorder and morning fatigue, which are common symptoms of both FMS and
OSAS, are extremely important because they are not related
only to the underlying disease but are associated with other
pathologies. Another outcome of our study is that sleep architecture is impaired in patients with FMS. PSG findings of
the groups were compared, and longer sleep latencies were
detected in patients with FMS and in those without OSAS
(Group 2). In other words, these patients had difficulty in
falling asleep, which is thought to be related to fibromyalgia
pain. Indeed, in correlation analyses, a negative and significant correlation was observed between the algometry (pain
threshold) and sleep latency, and the patients experienced
difficulties in falling asleep as their pain threshold lowered.
Similar distribution rates for NREM and REM stages of sleep
in all groups were also remarkable. Indeed, increased duration of superficial sleep at the expence of deep (slow wave)
sleep in patients with FMS demonstrates impaired sleep
quality in these patients.
In patients with FMS, impairment of especially NREM stage
of sleep is seen [24]. First, in the year 1975, PSG reports indicated the presence of alpha intrusions in NREM deep sleep
in patients with FMS [25]. Phasic alpha activity, which causes
sleep fragmentation, is seen in 50% of the patients [26]. In
addition, cyclic alternating pattern episodes observed in
these patients were found to be correlated with the severity
of fibromyalgia symptoms, such as pain, fatigue, unrefreshing
sleep, and depressive mood [27]. In our study, PSG findings of
patients with FMS were evaluated and alpha intrusions were
detected in 11 of 24 patients. These activations were seen in
NREM stages 2 and 3. Another outcome related to this finding is the detection of mean ARI scores that were higher than
the mean AHI scores, which defied any correlation in patients with FMS. Arousals often occur after apnea-hypopnea
during sleep. It is a phenomenon that causes disruption of
sleep continuity. In our study, higher number of arousals unrelated to respiratory events was detected in patients with FMS.
These findings signified that this phenomenon leads to sleep
fragmentation with ensuing impairment of sleep quality.
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In FMS, increased sympathetic activity is seen, which is sustained during the sleep period [28]. In records of actigraphy,
in addition to impaired sleep pattern, increase in nighttime
activity was seen similar to daytime activity [29]. In OSAS,
autonomic dysfunction and increased sympathetic discharge
were also observed [30]. In conclusion, both pathologies impair sleep quality and abnormally increase heart rate variability, which will lead to emergence of vitally important
pathologies. Therefore, OSAS and FMS concomitancy is an
extremely important association because in addition to its
adverse effects on the quality of life, it contributes to the mortality rates. In our study, detection of OSAS in 50% of the patients with FMS indicates the importance of this association.

Peer-review: Externally peer-reviewed.

In patients with FMS, the effect of hypoxia on tensile strength
of muscles was investigated. The data obtained suggested
that tissue hypoxia develops because of increased capillary
perfusion and increase in the demand for oxygen by muscle
tissue rather than enhanced muscle strain [31]. In another
study, muscle metabolism was evaluated during aerobic and
anaerobic exercises and lower maximum oxygen consumption was detected in patients with FMS. Besides, in these patients, muscles used aerobic metabolism less frequently and
reached anaerobic threshold earlier [32]. These outcomes
emphasize tissue oxygenation in fibromyalgia. In our study,
patients with FMS had severe oxygen desaturations. Another
outcome of our study is the detection of a positive correlation
between FIQ and desaturation times (the time interval where
nocturnal oxygen saturation is below 90%) and a negative
correlation between mean and minimum oxygen saturation
in patients with FMS. As mean and minimum oxygen saturation drops and desaturation time increases (ie. as oxygenation
deteriorates), FIQ scores increase. This result was important
because it emphasized the contribution of increased tissue
hypoxia with resultant muscular dysfunction to clinical deterioration. Similar correlations were also observed between
VAS and average and minimum oxygen saturations. We did
not evaluate the contribution of effective OSAS treatment (ie.
continuos positive airway pressure, CPAP) on the improvement of symptoms in patients with FMS associated with
OSAS, which constituted the most important limitation of our
study. This condition was stemmed from the scarce number
of patients requiring CPAP treatment. Other limitation of this
study is that the data was collected from a single region and
the study had a small sample size.

1.

In conclusion, because of similar symptoms, patients with
FMS should be evaluated for OSAS. Also, FMS might occur
in patients with OSAS. Additional contributions of diagnosis
and treatment of concomitant OSAS to the treatment of patients with FMS can be suggested. Prospective studies with
larger patient population that will evaluate treatment efficacy
will shed light on this subject.
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Abstract

OBJECTIVES: Migraine is a diseases characterized with severe headaches, with neurological and systemic findings. The purpose of this
study is to investigate the prevalence of migraine and to examine whether there is a relationship between atopic disorders, parental history and migraine in asthma patients.
MATERIAL AND METHODS: A total of 288 asthma outpatients, who had the diagnosis by an early or late test of reversibility showing a reversible
airway obstruction according to hospital database were included. The presence of headache, atopic symptoms and parental history about asthma,
atopic disorders and migraine were asked. The patients with headache were consultated by neurology department and investigated about the presence of migraine. The diagnosis of migraine headache was made if patients fulfilled the International Headache Society (IHS) criteria.
RESULTS: 60.4% of patients described a headache. There were 94 patients (32.6%) with headaches meeting the IHS criteria for migraine.
Only 12 patients had migraine with aura. There were atopic symptoms in 86.8% of patients. According to parental history, there were
asthma in 47.9%, atopic symptoms in 39.6% and migraine in 22.2% of parents. Patients with atopic symptoms were found to have significantly high rate of headaches (65.3%) “p=0.007”. The prevalence of migraine was significantly high in patients with parental atopic
symptoms (54%) “p=0.002”. Multiple logistic regression analysis identified that gender, parental history of asthma, allergia and migraine,
and smoking were independent risk factors for presence of migraine in asthmatics.
CONCLUSION: There is a high prevalence of migraine headaches in patients with asthma. The coexistence of asthma and headaches
may be related with a similar pathophysiological mechanism; parental history, common genetic compounds and smoking may play role
in this mechanism. The headaches in asthma patients, atopic symptoms and family history should be questioned, and clinicians should
be careful about the presence of migraine.
KEYWORDS: Asthma, migraine, headache
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INTRODUCTION
Headache is the common name for pain felt in the head and sometimes in the neck and in the upper area of the back.
Headaches can occur without any underlying disease (primary), or they can develop in association with many different
conditions or diseases (secondary). The International Headache Society (IHS) has classified headaches in 14 main groups
and many subgroups and defined their causes based on etiological factors [1].
Migraine is a primary headache disorder accompanied by neurological and systemic findings and characterized by severe
headaches, and neurological, vascular, and genetic factors play a role in its etiology [2]. Its diagnosis is established in
accordance with the criteria determined by the IHS (Appendix 1a and 1b). Its prevalence is reported to be 6-8% among
males and 15-18% among females [3].
Similarities resulting from pathophysiological mechanisms exist between asthma and migraine [4]. Some mediators such
as tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-a) and interleukin-1 beta (IL-1b) have a role both in the pathogenesis of asthma and
in the development of migraine [5].
Allergic rhinitis is defined as inflammation of the nasal mucosa, and it is characterized by nasal itching, sneezing, nasal
congestion, and rhinorrhea. The most important risk factor for allergic rhinitis is familial atopy. Another common feature
of asthma and migraine is the presence of atopic characteristics that can be observed in patients. In a previous study, the
prevalence of atopy in migraine patients was found to be near that in asthma patients [6].
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The common coexistence of migraine and allergic diseases
suggests that allergic mechanisms have a role in the pathophysiology of migraine. In this study, it was aimed to investigate the prevalence of migraine in patients diagnosed with
asthma and the relationship between allergic rhinitis symptoms in asthma patients and their families and the presence
of migraine.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The study included 288 patients with the diagnosis of asthma
who were admitted to the outpatient clinic of Chest Diseases
in Afyon Bolvadin State Hospital during a 6-month period in
2013 and whose early or late positive reversibility in the respiratory function test was confirmed by the recording system
at the hospital.
Patients with a history of head or cerebral trauma, cranial or
cervical vascular disease, substance abuse, cranial or facial
structural impairments and infections, extravascular intracranial disease, psychiatric disorders, arterial hypertension, and
homeostasis disorders such as hypothyroidism, which can
lead to secondary headache, were excluded. Moreover, patients who used montelukast and antihistamine drugs, which
could suppress allergic complaints and cause an incorrect
anamnesis, were excluded.
Sociodemographic data of included patients were recorded.
The presence of asthma and migraine in patients and their
first-degree families was questioned. The patients were asked
about whether they and their first-degree families had allergic
complaints such as nasal congestion, sneezing, nasal itching, and nasal and post-nasal drainage, and related responses
were recorded.
Asthma patients included in the study were asked about the
presence of headache. Patients who had headache were referred to the Department of Neurology. Those who met the
diagnostic criteria of IHS were considered to have migrainetype headache [1]. The presence of aura was investigated
in patients having migraine, and patients were classified as
those having migraine with aura and without aura.
The sample size was calculated as 264, with an α value of
0.05 and study power of 90%. Accepting that a loss ratio of
10% would occur, a study with 288 patients was planned.
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Statistical Analysis
While evaluating the data obtained from the study, statistical
analysis was performed using Statistical Package for Social
Sciences for Windows 15.0 (SPSS Inc; Chicago, IL, USA).
The chi-square test was used in the comparison of qualitative data. For evaluating the variance of slopes, chi-square
and T-tests were used. The results were assessed with a confidence interval of 95% and a significance level of p<0.05.
In descriptive statistics, continuous variables were presented
as mean and standard deviation and categorical variables as
number and percentage. Multiple logistic regression analysis
was performed for revealing the relationship between migraine, which was the dependent variable, and independent
variables by calculating the odds ratio and 95% confidence
interval.

RESULTS
Of 288 asthma patients included in the study, 236 (81.9%)
were females and 52 (18.1%) were males, and their mean
age was 42.9±11.6 years (minimum, 17 years; maximum, 77
years).
Considering disease control, asthma patients were classified
as controlled (49.3%), partially controlled (21.6%), and uncontrolled (29.1%). While 175 (60.8%) patients were nonsmokers, 113 (39.2%) were smokers. Except the comorbidities included in the exclusion criteria, 27.8% of patients had
additional comorbidities (mostly diabetes mellitus).
Allergic symptoms (nasal itching: 56%, sneezing: 42%, rhinorrhea: 30%, and nasal congestion: 27%) were present in
86.8% of the patients.
The complaint of headache was observed in 60.4% of the
patients (after ruling out the causes of secondary headache).
The number of patients who met the criteria for the diagnosis
of migraine was 94 (32.6%). Only 12 patients had migraine
with aura. The mean age of patients diagnosed with migraine
was 44.3±12.0 years (Table 1).
No statistically significant difference was found between
the mean ages in the groups of patients with and without
migraine (p=0.918). While 39% of females and 16.7% of
males had migraine-type headache, the rate of primary headache and the diagnosis of migraine were significantly higher
among females than among males (p<0.001 and p=0.002,
respectively). The existence of migraine was observed to be
more common in patients who were smokers (p=0.046).
The patients had family histories of asthma, allergic complaints, and migraine at rates of 47.9%, 39.6%, and 22.2%,
respectively, in their first-degree relatives. In patients with
allergic complaints, the frequency of headache was quite
high (65.3%) (p=0.007). The rate of the presence of migraine
Table 1. Information on the presence of headache and
migraine in asthma patients
Patient characteristics

Number of patients n (%)

Presence of headache

174 (60.4)

Presence of migraine

94 (32.6)

Headache
Unilateral headache

58 (33.3)

Type of pain
Throbbing

99 (57)

Compressive

75 (43)

Aura
Aggravation with physical

12 (7)
93 (53.5)

Activity
Nausea-vomiting
Photopsia
Disturbed by light and

71 (41.2)
12 (7)
69 (39.5)

Noise
Visual loss

12 (7)
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more commonly seen in asthma patients than in the normal
population.

Table 2. Multiple logistic regression analysis of
independent variables that can be associated with
migraine
(95% confidence interval)
Independent
variables

OR

Lowest

Highest

p

Gender (female)

2.229

1.089

4.143

0.005*

Age (continuous
variable)

1.012

0.992

1.033

0.251

Allergy (+ or -)

1.108

0.427

2.871

0.834

Familial history
of asthma (+ or -)

1.501

0.754

3.385

0.045*

Familial history
of allergy (+ or -)

5.019

2.538

9.924

<0.001*

Familial history
of migraine (+ or -)

2.108

1.085

4.094

0.028*

Smoking (+ or -)

6.961

2.091

23.172

0.002*

OR: odds ratio; *statistically significant

was found to be significantly high in patients with a familial history of allergic symptoms (54%) (p=0.002). A statistically significant relationship was detected between the complaint of headache and the presence of the familial histories
of asthma, migraine, and allergic symptoms [42% (p=0.01),
80.6% (p=0.015), and 71.4% (p=0.038), respectively]. The
complaint of headache was significantly common in patients
having allergic symptoms (p=0.007). A significant relationship was found between the presence of the familial histories
of asthma, migraine, and allergic symptoms and headache in
asthma patients (p=0.01, p=0.015, and p=0.038). In patients
having a familial history of allergic symptoms, the rate of migraine was significantly high (p=0.002).
Logistic regression analysis revealed that gender (female),
smoking, and the presence of familial histories of asthma, allergic complaints, or migraine were independent risk factors
for migraine in asthma patients (Table 2).
DISCUSSION
Headache is a disorder that is commonly defined in asthma
patients and that negatively affects the quality of life. The relationship of headache and migraine with migraine was investigated in many studies. According to the results of the
“Head Hunt” study, the frequency of asthma and chronic
bronchitis was 1.5-times higher in patients with migraine and
non-migraine headaches than in the normal population and
the presence of asthma and bronchitis was found to be associated with the frequency of headache [7]. The fact that
approximately 60% of our patients had headache indicates
the high frequency of headache in asthma patients.
In our study, the prevalence of migraine was found to be
32.6% in asthma patients. In the literature, there are a few
studies investigating the prevalence of migraine. Martin et
al. [8] reported the rate of chronic migraine to be 5.4% in
patients diagnosed with asthma. In a study conducted in Turkey on the prevalence of migraine, migraine was detected
in 16.4% of the population (24.6% in females and 8.5% in
males) [9]. This shows that migraine-type headache can be

In our study, the frequencies of both migraine and primary
headache were found to be higher in females than in males
(2.3- and 1.8-times higher, respectively). Other studies have
also demonstrated that the rate of migraine was 2-3 times
higher in females [10]. Therefore, more attention should be
paid to female asthma patients in terms of the existence of
migraine, and it should always be kept in mind that the possibility of migraine is higher in females.
It has been suggested that the coexistence of asthma and migraine and headache can result from a common pathophysiological mechanism and familial history and that common
genetic components have a role in this common pathogenesis [11]. It was reported that the risk of the development of
asthma was higher in children whose parents had migraine
[12]. In our study, the relationship between familial histories
of asthma, migraine, and allergic symptoms and headache
and migraine in asthma patients was significant, and it was
recommended to examine the presence of headache and migraine in asthma patients with such a familial anamnesis.
In our study, it was observed that headache and migraine
were more common in atopic patients. The presence of an
independent relationship between allergic diseases and migraine is known [13]. It is specified in the literature that there
is a strong relationship among asthma, allergic rhinitis, and
migraine and that increased levels of histamine have a role in
the basis of this relationship [14]. A study conducted by Gazerani et al. [15] revealed high levels of serum histamine and
IgE in patients having allergy accompanied by migraine. Allergic rhinitis is a chronic disease characterized by seasonal
and perennial symptoms, and it affects the nasal mucosa in
particular with IgE-dependent inflammation [16]. These results indicate a biochemical mechanism that represents atopy
in the relationship among allergy, asthma, and migraine. A
similar relationship was also detected in our study.
Although it is known that smoking can lead to migraine attacks, there are insufficient data on it being a risk factor for the
development of migraine [17]. Chen et al.[18] reported that
the rate of smoking was higher in women with migraine than
in women without migraine. The theory that the frequency of
migraine can increase due to decreased nitric oxide synthesis
in smokers has been focused on [19]. In our study, it was
found that the prevalence of migraine was higher in smoking
asthma patients and that smoking was not only a trigger but
also a risk factor for migraine.
One of the important limitations in our study was that the decision on patient selection was made by only considering existent diseases, although there were many causes that could
cause secondary-type headache. Another limitation was that
patients were selected from the hospital recording system.
Moreover, the investigation of the prevalence of patients admitted to the outpatient clinic might have posed a problem
and affected the results. In addition, considering subjective
complaints such as headache and allergic symptoms and familial histories of asthma and migraine, which were verbally
stated in the anamnesis, is another limitation. Better results
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can be obtained using objective criteria such as IgE levels in
the blood and the skin prick test for investigating the presence
of allergic rhinitis, a health committee report for obtaining
a positive familial history, or proof on the presence of these
diagnoses in a patient’s history.

4.

In conclusion, migraine can frequently be seen in asthma
patients. The coexistence of asthma and headache has
been suggested to result from a common pathophysiological mechanism. Moreover, familial history, the presence of
common genetic components, and smoking can have a role
in this coexistence. Headache and migraine can be more frequently encountered in atopic patients. Therefore, in asthma
patients, the following should be kept in mind: the complaint
of headache should be thoroughly examined, familial history
and allergic symptoms should be questioned while taking
anamnesis, and attention should be paid with regard to the
presence of migraine.
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Appendix 1a: Diagnostic criteria for migraine without aura (1)
A) At least five attacks including B–D items
B) Headache lasting for 4–72 h
C) Headache having at least two of the following characteristics
1. Unilateral location
2. Pulsating quality
3. Moderate or severe pain intensity
4. Aggravation by routine physical activity (walking, etc.)
D) During headache, at least one of the following
1. Nausea and/or vomiting
2. Photophobia and phonophobia
E) Headache not attributed to another disorder
Appendix 1b: Diagnostic criteria for migraine with aura (1)
A) At least two attacks including B–D items
B) Aura including at least one of the following, but not motor weakness:
1. Reversible visual symptoms with positive or negative features
2. Reversible sensory symptoms with positive or negative features
3. Fully reversible dysphasic speech disturbance
C) At least two of the following:
1. Homonymous visual symptoms and/or unilateral sensory symptoms
2. Aura symptoms develop in approximately 5 min, and different aura symptoms develop at 5-min intervals.
3. Each symptom lasts for ≥5 and ≤60 min.
D) Headache beginning during aura or following aura within 60 min and fulfilling the criteria for migraine without aura
E) Headache not attributed to another disorder
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Abstract

Spontaneous splenic rupture is a quite rare entity that may develop secondary to some special situations (lymphoma, post-abdominal
surgey etc). In the literature, the case of a patient has been reported following thoracic surgery. In a patient who had undergone right
upper lobectomy for pulmonary carcinoma, signs of acute abdomen and low levels in the hemogram were detected on the fifth postoperative day; therefore, the patient underwent further investigations. A radiological evaluation revealed splenic rupture, and the patient
was operated on. A case is presented that may be fatal and requires emergency response and that has to be kept in mind, although it is
extremely rare. A case of spontaneous splenic rupture has been presented that may be fatal and requires emergency response; this should
be kept in mind, although it is extremely rare.
KEYWORDS: Lung cancer pulmonary mass, splenic rupture, thoracic surgery pulmonary resection
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INTRODUCTION
Splenic rupture is a fatal situation that commonly develops after trauma. A ruptured spleen in the absence of trauma is referred to as spontaneous splenic rupture [1,2]. It is quite rare, and its frequency has been reported to be 0.1% to 0.5% [3].
Spontaneous splenic rupture may be related to malignancies, endoscopic surgeries, use of anticlotting medications, or
infections, and it may also exist idiopathically in the absence of any cause [4]. Hemodynamic support and emergency
splenectomy are essential when it is diagnosed. We present a case with spontaneous splenic rupture that developed in
the early postoperative period following right upper lobectomy and that had a fatal course. This case report serves as a
discussion on and reminder of this hazardous complication.
CASE PRESENTATION
A 69-year-old male presented with complaints of coughing and bloody sputum; his chest X-ray revealed pathological
signs, and he underwent thoracic computed tomography (CT). A 4-cm diameter mass was detected adjacent to the pleura
in the anterior right upper lobe and had an irregular contour (Figure 1). Pozitron emission tomography (PET) 18-FDG for
staging revealed a mass with FDG trapping in the right surrenal gland, in addition to the pulmonary mass. Transthoracic
needle biopsy was performed for making a diagnosis. A diagnosis could not be made with the biopsy result; therefore,
the mass in the surrenal gland was removed by endoscopic surgery. The pathological diagnosis of metastasis of an epithelial tumor was made. The period between laparoscopy and pulmonary resection was three weeks and was without
any complication. With these signs, the patient was hospitalized in our clinic for the resection of the pulmonary mass.
The patient provided written informed consent. He underwent mediastinoscopy, and the results of frozen section biopsy
of the nodal stations 4R and 4L were reported as benign. Right upper lobectomy and mediastinal lymph node sampling
were performed in the same session. The postoperative period was uneventful; apical and basal drains were removed on
the fourth and fifth days, respectively. The patient was going to be discharged from the hospital during the day; however,
there was a sudden (in a few minute) drop in his arterial blood pressure in the morning. Rapid investigations revealed
his Hgb levels and Hct to be 7.9 g/dL and 23.8%, respectively. A chest X-ray was performed to evaluate the possibility
of hemorrhage on the side of the resection; however, no signs of thoracic bleeding were observed. The patient consulted
with members of the General Surgery Department because of the development of abdominal pain and distention during
this time this procedure. Left bundle branch block and tachycardia developed, and he was evaluated by cardiologists. The
patient’s condition was partially stabilized, and he underwent abdominal CT, as recommended by general surgeon the
department of general surgery. This investigation revealed free fluid in the abdomen and a hematoma around the spleen
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Figure 1. a, b. Computed tomography image: A 4-cm lesion in the
right upper lobe

Figure 2. Computed tomography image: Abdominal free fluid and a
hematoma around the splenic area

(Figure 2). The patient was therefore referred to the General
Surgery Department again, and he underwent emergent splenectomy with laparotomy. He developed cardiac arrest in the
early postoperative period. His heartbeat returned with resuscitation, and he was referred to the Anesthesia Intensive Care
Unit. Pneumonia, empyema, and renal failure developed
during his intensive care unit stay, and he died on the 12th
postoperative day.
DISCUSSION
Spontaneous splenic rupture is quite rare; however, it must be
considered in case of sudden drop in arterial blood pressure
during early postoperative period due to its fatal consequences. Malignancies, infectious diseases, and systemic diseases
play roles in its etiology. In particular, hematological malignancies form a wide group in this regard [1,4]. Although the
available data are limited, its frequency has been reported
to be 0.1% to 0.5%. Cases of spontaneous splenic rupture
commonly in the literature as case reports; however, in the
study by Kocael et al. [5], including a series of 12 cases, the
most frequent cause of spontaneous splenic rupture has been
reported to be the use of anticoagulants. Systemic diseases
(amyloidosis, hepatitis, etc.) and malignancies play roles in
its etiology. Further, there are idiopathic cases without any
cause [5]. Hemodynamic support and emergency splenectomy are primarily recommended as soon as a diagnosis has
been made, according to the clinical situation of a patient.
The rate of splenectomy in these cases has been reported
to be approximately 84.1% [1]. Nevertheless, in a ruptured

spleen, particularly in cases related to infectious conditions
and those that are not life threatening, clinical conservative
approaches may also be performed. However, a patient must
be closely followed up. Studies have reported a mortality rate
of approximately 12.2% https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
articles/PMC4254229/ however, in patients with a malignancy, splenomegaly, advanced age, and delayed diagnosis, the
risk of mortality further increases [1,5].
In the literature, there is a single case with spontaneous
splenic rupture in the early postoperative period following
thoracotomy, and a malignancy was also present in this case
[6]. The current patient with a malignant disease underwent
laparoscopic right surrenalectomy for the metastatic lesion
three weeks before pulmonary resection. Anticoagulant
agents were administered for prophylaxis in the pre- and
postoperative periods. All these conditions are risk factors for
spontaneous splenic rupture in our patient, but we considered that the splenic rupture was not associated with these
risk factors because the time interval between the two procedures (laparoscopic right surrenalectomy and pulmonary resection) was three weeks. The patient died due to additional
complications that had developed during his intensive care
unit stay despite urgent and successful splenectomy in the
early postoperative period. This study aimed to serve as a
reminder of this rare complication. The emergent evaluation
and surgical approach may be lifesaving if splenic rupture is
considered, when symptoms such as hypotension, tachycardia, and abdominal pain develop in the post-operative period, particularly in patients with a malignancy.
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Abstract

Malignant fibrous histiocytoma (MFH) cases are classified within the group of nonclassified sarcomas. The etiopathogenesis is unclear;
however, MFH commonly develops in scar tissue and in areas exposed to radiation. MFH is the most common soft tissue sarcoma in
adults and may be borne in the lungs, chest wall, mediastinum, or other tissues. Primary MFH of the lung constitutes less than 0.2% of
all pulmonary neoplasms; thus, an optimal treatment strategy has not yet been elucidated. We aimed to report a case of MFH of the lung
with subsequent treatment administration.
KEYWORDS: Malignant fibrous histiocytoma, pulmonary neoplasm, lung
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INTRODUCTION
Primary malignant fibrous histiocytoma (MFH) of lung is a rare kind of tumor; so that an optimal management of cases
with primary malignant fibrous histiocytoma (MFH) has not yet been decribed. We aimed to share our experience on
primary MFH of the lung.
CASE PRESENTATION
A 50-years-old man was admitted to our clinic with dyspnea and chronic cough. He had a history of smoking approximately 30 packs of cigarettes per year. A clinical examination including auscultation revealed decreased sounds of the left
hemithorax. A full blood count showed a normal hemoglobin level, and renal and liver function test results were also normal. Chest X-ray showed opacity in the left lung, and a chest computed tomography (CT) scan revealed a 75×68×96 mm
mass in the left lung (Figure 1). Additionally, there were a suspicion of chest wall invasion, particularly at the second rib.
A preoperative bronchoscopic examination did not yield a definitive diagnosis, and transthoracic, fine-needle aspiration
biopsy of the lesion was nonrepresentative (necrotic tissue). Positron emission tomography (PET) scanning showed highintensity fludeoxyglucose (FDG) uptake in the 79×75×100 mm mass in the upper left lobe (SUVmax (maximum standard
uptake value) of 9.7), but there was no suspicious uptake of metastatisis, in other areas (Figure 2). The patient’s skeletal system and intracranial structures showed no FDG uptake. The patient’s respiration function test results were unremarkable.
We decided to perform mediastinoscopy due to a high suspicion of a malignancy because of the high FDG uptake in
the tumor. Mediastinal 4R, 4L, and 7 levels of lymph nodes were sampled, which revealed anthracosis on frozen section
analysis. In the same operation, the left hemiclamshell approach was used due to its ability to provide a wide exposure
that allowed the safe and complete removal of the lung cancer involving the mediastinum and apical thoracic dome.
We prefer the hemiclamshell incision to provide optimal exposure of the hilar and mediastinal vascular structures. Upon
exploration, an 8×10 cm lesion in the upper left lobe was detected. No chest wall invasion was found. Wedge resection
from the preoperative, undiagnosed mass was performed, and frozen section analysis revealed a malignant tumor. We
subsequently performed lobectomy of the upper left lung lobe. Levels 5, 6, and 11 were dissected after lobectomy. The
patient’s postoperative course was uneventful. Drains were taken out on postoperative day four, and the patient was discharged on the fifth postoperative day.
Cellular neoplasms that consist of malignant fusiform tumor cells that create short bundlers and storiform pattern are detected on
histopathological analysis. Bizarre malignant cells and necrosis attend to these cells. Tumor cells showed vimentin (+), CD 68 focal
(+), S100 (-), SMA (-), PanCK (-), and Ki67 80% (+) immunoreactivity on immunohistochemical evaluation, which strongly sug-
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Figure 1. a, b. A chest computed tomography (CT) scan revealed a 75×68×96 mm mass in the left lung. (a) Suspicion of tumor invasion to the
first rib. (b) Adjacency of the tumor to mediastinal vascular structures
a

b

Figure 2. a, b. Positron emission tomography (PET) scanning showed high-intensity fludeoxyglucose (FDG) uptake in the mass in the upper
left lobe (SUVmax of 9.7)
a

c

b

d

Figure 3. a-d. (a) Representative hematoxylin and eosin (HE) sections at original 4× magniﬁcation. Lesion created short bundles and consist
of fusiform cells that show a storiform pattern (HE, 4×). (b) Bundles of malignant fusiform cells (HE,10×). (c) Tumor showed CD68 (+)
immunoreactivity (HE,10×). (d) Tumor showed vimentin (+) immunoreactivity (HE, 10×)
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gested malignant fibrous histiocytoma (MFH) (Figure 3). Resection
margins were negative. Dissected lymph nodes were negative.
We took permission from patient to publish this case report at this
stage. Recurrence was not detected in the three-year follow-up.
DISCUSSION
Reports on MFH were first described by Weiss and Enzinger [1].
MFH is one of the most common soft tissue tumors in adults. It can
occur anywhere in the body, but it most commonly originates in
the lower extremities and retroperitoneal region. MFH of the lung
constitutes less than 0.2% of all pulmonary neoplasms. However,
an optimal treatment strategy has not yet been elucidated [2].
Most MFH cases are asymptomatic (32%); however, the most
common clinical symptoms are chest pain, dyspnea, cough,
weight loss, fatigue, and hemoptysis [2-4]. Our patient’s symptoms were cough and dyspnea. MFH can be seen between the
ages of 10 and 80 year (average age, 55 years) [4]. There are different opinions on its frequency depending on gender [2].
Although most lesions are seen as solitary pulmonary masses or
nodules, bilateral masses can also be seen. The frequency of occurrence in the right or left lobes is almost equal. Punctate calcifications on CT in pediatric patients have been reported [5].
Ipsilateral pleural effusion can occur in 20% of the patients [5],
and endobronchial lesions have also been reported [6]. Without
intending to make a generalized statement about FDG uptake in
primary pulmonary MFH because it is a type of tumor that is rarely
seen in the lungs, in our case, the SUVmax was 9.7. It is believed
that PET-CT is useful to exclude other regions of tumors possibility [2].
Malignant fibrous histiocytoma histologically consists of varied
spindle-shaped fibroblasts and histiocytes with atypical pleomorphic giant cells. Five distinct histologic subtypes (storiformpleomorphic, myxoid, giant cell, inflammatory, and angiomatoid)
have been described. The most common histologic subtype noted
in primary pulmonary MFH is storiform-pleomorphic. Tumors are
usually stained with desmin, actin, vimentin, keratin, and neurogenic tumors are often obtained with these stains [2]. In our case,
a definitive pathology showed storiform patterns, bizarre cells,
and vimetin- and CD68-positive cells. The cytological findings
strongly suggested MFH.
Metastatic MFH lesions are more frequently reported in the lungs
than primary pulmonary MFH lesions. Patients with MFH detected in the lungs should undergo an exhaustive diagnostic examination (including PET-CT and histopathological verification) to
specify that the tumor is primary pulmonary MFH or a metastasis
of extrapulmonary primary origin [7].
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several reports of patients with long-term survival. Better survival
rates are mostly related to complete surgical resections with clear
margins. In the same vein, survival rates are poor for patients with
advanced-stage disease, incomplete resection, or tumor invasion
to the mediastinum or chest wall, and the chances of recurrence
and metastasis are higher [7]. Our patient had a three-year survival without recurrence.
In addition, adjuvant therapy can be performed; hence, radiotherapy is not preferred [9]. Although doxorubicin, dacarbazine,
cyclophosphamide, and cisplatin might be used during chemotherapy, there are, in fact, no large-scale studies that report a favorable response to chemotherapy [7]. Close follow-up is advised
due to the relatively high recurrence rates of MFH.
In conclusion, we presented a case of primary pulmonary MFH
that is a very rare lung tumor. We also showed that although MFH
is an aggressive tumor, long-term survival can be possible with
surgical resection in early-stage tumors.
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Abstract

Since the Global Initiative for Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) published its first guidelines on chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) in 2001, much has changed till 2017. Previous versions of GOLD guidelines mentioned the forced expiratory volume in one
second (FEV1)-based approach for staging and treatment modalities. Since 2011, a composite multi-dimensional approach has been
introduced to cover various aspects of the disease. Unfortunately, this approach was not found to be correlated with mortality as well
as the FEV1-based approach, despite the fact that it was better for estimating exacerbation rates. Although this assessment tool has been
considered as a big step in personalized medicine, the system was rather complex to use in daily practice. In 2017, GOLD introduced a
major revision in many aspects of the disease. This mainly includes a revised assessment tool and treatment algorithm. This new ABCD
algorithm has excluded spirometry for guiding pharmacological therapy. Treatment recommendations are mainly based on symptoms
and exacerbation rates. Escalation and de-escalation strategies have been proposed for the first time. The spirometric measurement has
only been retained to confirm the diagnosis and lead to nonpharmacological therapies. In this report, the Turkish Thoracic Society COPD
assembly aimed to summarize and give an insight to the Turkish interpretation of GOLD 2017.
KEYWORDS: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, diagnosis, management, prevention, Global Initiative for Obstructive Lung Disease
guidelines
Received: 15.03.2017
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INTRODUCTION
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is the leading cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide. It causes a
considerable burden on the quality of life, public health, and the health economy [1].
Global Initiative for Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) has been established to increase awareness of COPD and form
guidelines for its prevention, diagnosis, and treatment. Between 2001 and 2011, the committee released guidelines
mainly based on spirometric grading. Since 2011, a multi-dimensional assessment tool was proposed as a step forward in
personalized medicine. However, treatment recommendations were not based on high-quality evidence; therefore, since
then, the guidelines were named as “strategy documents.” The current GOLD document was released on November 16,
2016. It has a major revision in evaluation and treatment recommendations. However, in general, the document has been
heavily criticized.
The Turkish Thoracic Society (TTS) COPD assembly published a consensus report on the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of COPD in 2014. After the publication of the new 2017 GOLD document, the TTS COPD assembly decided to
publish a Turkish consensus report with the interpretation, criticism, and adaptation of the GOLD 2017 COPD report in
regards with the Turkish Health System in March 2017. This current report comprised an executive summary of the Turkish view of the GOLD 2017 COPD report.
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Definition of COPD
COPD had been defined in 2016 GOLD document as “a
common preventable and treatable disease which is characterized by persistent airflow limitation that is usually progressive and associated with an enhanced chronic inflammatory
response in the airways and the lung to noxious particles
or gases. Exacerbations and comorbidities contribute to the
overall severity in individual patients” [2].

are asymptomatic, and around 50% of smokers have symptoms
without having airflow limitations. Hence, symptoms may be
related to comorbid conditions [3-6]. For example, in a patient
with a forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) of <30%,
severe dyspnea is expected. However, patients may slow-down
their walking pace and therefore they may deny that they have
dyspnea. In contrast, in a patient with a preserved FEV1, disproportionate symptoms may occur due to comorbid conditions.

In GOLD 2017, the definition has been revised to “a common preventable and treatable disease that is characterized
by persistent respiratory symptoms and airflow limitation that
is due to airway and/or alveolar abnormalities usually caused
by significant exposure to noxious particles or gases” [1].

Burden of COPD
Based on epidemiological studies, the estimated number of
COPD patients was 384 million in 2010, with a global prevalence of 11.7%. Globally, there are 3 million deaths due
to COPD annually, and by 2030, this number is expected to
increase to 4.5 million. COPD-related mortality is mainly
driven by smoking, reduced mortality from other common
causes of death, aging of the world’s population, and the
scarcity of effective disease-modifying therapies [1].

In GOLD 2017, there has been an emphasis on the importance
of recognizing chronic respiratory symptoms that can precede the
development of airflow obstruction and may be associated with
the development of acute respiratory events. A considerable number of smokers can have structural abnormalities of emphysema
and airway wall thickening without airflow limitations [1].
A major revision in the definition of COPD is the replacement of the term “inflammation” and putting additional emphasis on “respiratory symptoms.” The committee did not
provide an explanation for this change. Although COPD is
still considered a chronic inflammatory disorder, an effective anti-inflammatory strategy has not yet been discovered.
It appears that systemic inflammation only exists in a small
percentage of COPD patients and that there is no information
about the existence of inflammation in patients having insufficient lung development. This would be a rational explanation behind the removal of word “inflammation” from the
definition. However, in general medicine, there is a tendency
to define diseases with underlying mechanisms. Therefore,
“both inflammation and severe airway abnormalities with
emphysema” can be mentioned in the definition.
In the new definition, respiratory symptoms were included for
the first time in the GOLD guidelines. In this definition, symptoms with airflow limitation are considered mandatory. However, in the chapters on “diagnosis and assessment,” the same
document mentions airflow limitation with or without symptoms for making a diagnosis. There are people with risk factors
and airflow limitation but no symptoms and there are people
with symptoms but no airflow limitation. Although the definition requires both symptoms and airflow limitation, making a
diagnosis requires airflow limitation on the background of either
symptoms or risk factors. This discrepancy should be justified
by the GOLD committee. The reason of why symptoms were
included in the definition would be a justification for symptombased treatment strategy, which will be discussed later.
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A symptom-based definition and assessment can result in several limitations. Symptoms can be perceived and expressed
differently in different populations depending on sex, ethnicity,
and the social, cultural, and economic status. Patients can underestimate their symptoms and exacerbations. In contrast, in
some groups such as women, patients having a low socioeconomic status, minority groups, and immigrants, the symptoms
may be overexpressed. Approximately 25% of COPD patients

The Global Burden of Disease study revealed that COPD is
the fifth leading cause of disability-adjusted life years lost in
2013 [7].
Factors Influencing Disease Development and Progression
Cigarette smoking is the most well-studied risk factor; however, nonsmokers can also develop COPD. Epidemiological
studies have shown that never-smokers had milder disease,
fewer symptoms and lower systemic inflammation. They did
not have increased risk of lung cancer or cardiovascular disease [8]. There are no data that monitor the entire course
of the disease including the pre- and perinatal periods. The
perinatal period may be very important in developing COPD.
Cigarette smoking is the leading risk factor for COPD. However, fewer than 50% of smokers develop COPD [9]. The socioeconomic status may be linked to a child’s birth weight.
Although controversial, some studies have suggested that
women are susceptible to tobacco smoke [10-12].
Any factor that affects lung growth during gestation and childhood, which is termed “childhood disadvantage factors,” has
the potential for increasing the risk of COPD. A recent study
showed that 50% of patients developed COPD due to abnormal lung growth with a normal decline in the FEV1 [13].
Occupational exposure to organic and inorganic dusts and
fumes are underestimated risk factors for COPD. The proportion of COPD cases attributable to workplace exposure is
19.2%. The risk from occupational exposure in less regulated
areas is likely to be much higher than reported [1].
Worldwide, 3 billion people use biomass and coal as their
main source of energy. Indoor air pollution is a very important risk factor for COPD. The role of outdoor air pollution as
a risk factor for COPD is unclear; however, this has an impact
on impaired lung growth [14,15].
A lower socioeconomic status is associated with an increased
risk of developing COPD. Asthma, bronchial hyper-reactivity,
chronic bronchitis, HIV, and tuberculosis increase the risk of
developing COPD [1].
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GOLD 2017 has gathered epidemiological findings from mostly developed countries. However, over 90% of COPD patients
live in low- and middle-income countries [16]. The Burden of
Obstructive Lung Disease study revealed that airway obstruction was correlated with smoking rate but not mortality. However, restrictive spirometric impairment, as a consequence of
poverty and poor lung development, was well correlated with
mortality. This restrictive impairment was more common in
low–middle-income countries. One of the best predictors of
mortality in COPD is the gross national income (GNI) per capita [17]. The mortality rate increases particularly in countries
that have a GNI per capita of below US$ 20000 [18]. People
in the low socioeconomic status have 14-times more respiratory system disorders [17]. The social determinants of health
(income, housing, lifestyle and working conditions, and access
to qualified education and health services) are the best predictors of the risk of COPD [19]. It appears that the GOLD 2017
report did not evaluate the social determinants of health and
thoroughly assessed the underlying mechanisms of childhood
disadvantage factors, indoor and outdoor air pollution.
Pathogenesis and Pathophysiology
The inhalation of cigarette smoke and other noxious particles
such as biomass smoke cause lung inflammation. In response
to chronic inflammation, repeated injury and repair cause
pathological changes in the airways, lung parenchyma, and
pulmonary vasculature. Although some patients develop COPD
without smoking, the nature of the inflammatory response is still
unknown. Lung inflammation persists after smoking cessation.
The GOLD 2017 report has mentioned that peribronchiolar and
interstitial fibrosis may occur in COPD patients, which may contribute to small airway limitation [1].
Diagnosis and Assessment
Diagnosis
GOLD 2017 reports that COPD should be considered in any
patient who has dyspnea, chronic cough, or sputum production and/or a history of exposure to risk factors. Spirometry
is required for making a diagnosis. Comorbidities should be
actively sought and appropriately treated.
In the previous version of GOLD, symptoms with risk factors
were considered as main factors for suspecting the diagnosis
of COPD. However in GOLD 2017 report, symptoms or risk
factors are sufficient to make a diagnosis. This approach has
advantages and disadvantages. As discussed in the “Definition” chapter, the expression of symptoms can depend on
several factors. In addition, symptoms can occur due to other
comorbid conditions or asthma. Therefore, in the absence of
predisposing risk factors, clinicians should be careful in the
interpretation of symptoms. In contrast, some patients who
have risk factors but no symptoms may be found out with the
spirometry screening. These patients should be followed up
carefully to check whether they will develop symptoms and
require treatment along with the natural course of the disease. They should be encouraged to stop smoking and avoid
other risk factors and be physically active. Public spirometric
screening cannot be recommended until a precise advantage
of screening is shown [1,20]. Additionally, it is well known
that some patients can have symptoms without airflow limi-

tation; they were referred to as GOLD 0 in the past. Later
on, GOLD 0 was removed from GOLD staging based on evidence that such patients did not necessarily develop airflow
limitation. However, chronic bronchitis symptoms may precede the development of airflow obstruction [21].
Spirometry is the most reproducible and objective measurement of airflow limitation. Good-quality spirometry is possible in health care settings, and all healthcare workers who
care for COPD patients should have access to spirometry. A
post-bronchodilator FEV1/FVC<70% is required for making a
diagnosis of COPD. It is simple and independent of reference
values and has been used in numerous clinical trials. This
criterion may lead an over- and underestimation of airflow
obstruction depending on age compared with the lower limit
of normal (LLN) values [22,23]. In concordance with GOLD,
the TTS has encouraged clinicians to perform spirometry. All
doctors should be able to assess the spirometry results for diagnosing COPD. Spirometry should be performed according
to standardized criteria [24,25]. Recently, normal spirometry
has been defined using a new approach from the Global Lung
Initiative (GLI) using GLI equations. The GLI requires a single
parameter called z-score. A z-score below -1.64 denotes an
LLN at the fifth percentile of normal distribution [26,27]. GLI
criteria need more supportive data before any recommendation can be made.
Assessment
Since 2011, GOLD has recommended a multi-dimensional
approach for evaluating patients. It comprises three components: spirometry, symptom level, and number and severity
of exacerbations. The high risked patients were decided on
by either FEV1 or the number of exacerbations. This approach
was considered rather complex by busy clinicians.
In the new assessment tool, FEV1 is not a part of the staging
evaluation, although this is not underestimated for the diagnosis and evaluation for the nonpharmacological approach.
Although St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire score 25 is
well correlated with COPD Assessment Test 10 and modified
Medical Research Council (mMRC) 1, the recommended cutoff point of the mMRC is still 2. In the definition of exacerbation, exacerbation that requires emergency department admission is considered as a severe exacerbation. Pharmacological
therapy is tailored by ABCD assessment tool (Figure 1).
The new assessment system to lead pharmacological therapy
is quite simple and comprises two modifiable components of
the disease: symptoms and the number of exacerbations in
the previous year. FEV1 is not a component of this assessment.
[1]. However, spirometry is already underused in practice.
In addition, making a differential diagnosis still requires spirometry, and it is still beneficial during follow-up. Therefore,
we recommend spirometry in each follow-up visit to monitor
disease activity and for making a differential diagnosis when
needed. The definition of exacerbation that requires health
care utilities is not an optimal approach for the evaluation of
exacerbation severity. In Turkey, sometimes, emergency room
(ER) admissions and even hospitalizations can occur with a
wide range of indications. Sometimes, patients may be admitted to the ER to be treated with only short-acting agents.
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Spirometrically
confirmed
diagonis

Assessment of
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Assessment of
symptoms/risk of exacerbations

Exacerbation history
FEV1 (% predicted)

Post-bronchodilator
FEV1/FVC<0.7

GOLD 1

≥80

GOLD 2

50-79

GOLD 3

30-49

GOLD 4

<30

≥2 or ≥1
leading to hospital
admission

C

D

0 or 1
(not leading to
hospital admission)

A

B

m MRC 0-1
CAT<10

m MRC ≥2
CAT≥10

Symptoms
Figure 1. The new ABCD assessment tool for staging COPD [1]

Therefore, symptom severity and physical findings should be
taken into consideration for the evaluation of exacerbation
severity, and ER admission itself can be considered in the
moderate exacerbation.
Evidence supporting prevention and maintenance therapy
Smoking cessation has the greatest capacity to influence the
natural history of COPD [1]. Every clinician should assess the
smoking status and refer smokers to smoking cessation clinics. E-cigarettes are being increasingly used as a form of nicotine replacement therapy. Their efficacy is controversial, and
the overall safety profile has not been defined. Vaccination is
recommended for both influenza and pneumococcal disease
[1]. Influenza vaccinations are recommended to all COPD
patients, and pneumococcal vaccinations are recommended
to patients over 65 years [1]. An adult vaccination schedule has just been published in Turkey. Accordingly, there is
no age restriction regarding to pneumococcal vaccination in
COPD patients in Turkey [28].
After disease establishment, prevention strategies would not
be a certain solution. Besides smoking, dusts and noxious
particles from workplace exposure, biomass smoke fumes,
and outdoor pollution should be avoided in population settings. Public policies, local and national resources, cultural
changes, effective ventilation, and nonpolluting cooking
stoves are feasible measures worldwide [1]. Healthy intrauterine growth, easy access to health care facilities, and healthy
housing and workplace are the most powerful prevention
tools for COPD [29-32]. GOLD 2017 did not emphasize on
the social determinants of health for primary prevention. The
GOLD 2017 report may have prioritized pharmacological
treatment strategies rather than disease prevention, which is
actually considered to be the main treatment strategy.
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Pharmacological therapy for stable COPD
Pharmacological therapy is used to reduce symptoms, improve the health status, and reduce the frequency and sever-

ity of exacerbations. There is no conclusive evidence to show
that pharmacological therapy modifies the long-term decline
in lung function. The report mentions that each treatment
regimen needs to be individualized for symptoms, airflow
limitation, and severity of exacerbations [1].
In the new document, pharmacological therapies have been
placed according to the new ABCD assessment tool. For the
first time in history of GOLD, the committee recommended
preferential therapy and escalation and de-escalation management (Figure 2) [1]. In each visit, patients should be questioned
about risk factors, healthy life style, physical activity, and vaccination. Inhaler techniques should be checked particularly
using the teach-back method. Adverse drug events, comorbidities, and the exacerbation of history should be checked (1).
The committee has declared that escalation therapy has not
been systematically tested and that trials of de-escalation are
limited [1]. Evidence for therapeutic recommendations for patients in groups C and D are not strong enough for frequent exacerbations; therefore, recommendations will be re-evaluated
as additional data become available [1].
Group A: GOLD 2017 recommends either short- or longacting bronchodilators according to the persistence of symptoms. A change in different groups is possible. Treatment
should be continued if the benefit is persistence [1].
Group B: GOLD 2017 recommends either long-acting beta2 agonists (LABA) or long-acting antimuscarinics (LAMA)
for initial therapy. For patients with persistent symptoms, a
combination (dual bronchodilation) is recommended. For severely symptomatic patients, an initial combination is recommended [1].
Group C: Initial therapy should consist of LAMA. Patients
with further exacerbations a LABA could be added to LAMA
(GOLD recommendation) or therapy could be switched to
inhaled corticosteroids (ICS)+LABA. ICS+LABA is not the first
choice due to the risk of excessive pneumonia [1].
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LAMA+LABA

LABA-ICS

Consider roflumilast
if FEV1 <50% pred. and
patient has chronic bronchitis
Further
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LAMA
+ LABA
+ ICS

Further
exacerbation(s)

LAMA
LAMA

Grup A

Consider macrolide
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LAMA+LABA

Persistent
symptoms/further
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LABA+ICS

Grup B
Continue, stop or
try alternative class
of bronchodilator
evaluate
effect
A bronchodilator

LAMA+LABA
Persistent
symptoms
A long-acting bronchodilator
(LABA or LAMA)

Figure 2. In patients with a major discrepancy between the perceived level of symptoms and severity of airflow limitation, further evaluation is warrented [1]
Preferred treatment:

Group D: Initial therapy should consist of LABA+LAMA.
If patients continue to have exacerbations, escalation to
LAMA+LABA+ICS can be offered (studies are underway).
Switching to ICS+LABA can be done, although there is
no evidence that switching results in better exacerbation prevention. A combination of LABA+ICS is recommended for asthma–COPD overlap patients as the first
choice. If a monobronchodilator is chosen by clinicians,
LAMA should be preferred. Patients with persistent symptoms with triple therapy (LAMA+LABA+ICS), roflumilast
or macrolide could be added. Step-down is possible from
LABA+LAMA+ICS to LABA+LAMA if there is no exacerbation [1].

recommended when the patient is an infrequent exacerbator [1].

The GOLD 2017 treatment recommendation has several
limitations, particularly in groups C and D. There is no
study that is fully designed prospectively on the definition of groups C or D. Most studies on exacerbation had
recruited patients with one or more exacerbations. Only
19% of the population had two or more exacerbations in
the FLAME study. In patients with severe exacerbations,
both treatment arms (LABA+LAMA vs ICS+LABA) provided
comparable results. Most exacerbations during the followup were mild in the FLAME study [33]. Considering these
findings, the evidence on patients with two or more exacerbations were not strong enough to refer certain treatment
strategy. On the other hand ICS are overused in Turkey
[34]. Therefore, the TTS recommends starting pharmacological therapy with one bronchodilator (LABA or LAMA),
and during follow-up, if the symptoms are persistent, the
other group bronchodilator can be added. If the patient
still has exacerbations (two moderate or one severe exacerbation), ICS can be added. This approach requires the
close follow-up of patients. Withdrawal from ICS may be

Pulmonary Rehabilitation
GOLD 2017 declares that pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) is
the most effective therapeutic strategy for reducing symptoms
and improving the health status and exercise intolerance [1].
It is appropriate for all COPD patients who are symptomatic.
It can reduce readmission and mortality rates if it commenced
early after hospital discharge. It is also one of the most costeffective strategies [1]. Accessing and/or completing PR programs in Turkey are limited. The major barrier is the lack of
awareness of its benefit. Limitations to access program, lack
of finance, and transportation are the other barriers [1]. In
Turkey, there are 35 rehabilitation centers. Home-based programs and having family practitioners incorporated into the
program would be a solution for transportation problems and
problems related to treatment adherence.

In the GOLD 2017 document, the blood eosinophil count has
been discussed as a predictor of response to using ICS [1]. However, a prospective analysis is needed to raise clear conclusions
and has not yet been considered for tailoring treatment.
Nonpharmacological therapy in COPD
A detailed chapter regarding nonpharmacological therapy
such as rehabilitation, self-management, and behavioral
changes in the management of COPD was mentioned in the
GOLD 2017 report.

Physical Activity
Physical inactivity is related to poor outcomes in COPD. It
should be encouraged. However, information is lacking on
required details for its optimization in standard care [1].
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Education, Self-Management, and Integrative Care
Didactic sessions are insufficient for promoting self-management skills. Education is considered to be the first step for
changing the behavior. Topics such as smoking cessation,
correct use of inhalers, early recognition of exacerbation,
decision-making and taking actions, and when to seek help
and surgical interventions will be better dealt with using selfmanagement interventions [1].
Self-management interventions improve the health status,
but not overall mortality, in COPD patients. However, the issue possesses many unstandardized aspects. Heterogeneity
among interventions, patient populations, follow-up times,
and outcome measures make generalization difficult in real
life [1]. In a limited experience of a Turkish institute without
a case manager, self-management is considered to be ineffective in preventing exacerbation but is considered to improve
treatment adherence (s study is in progress).
For the first time, GOLD 2017 has introduced a structured
nonpharmacological approach in each category of ABCD
staging. Dealing with risk factors, increasing physical activity
and ensuring adequate sleep and a healthy diet are recommended for all COPD patients, and managing strategies for
breathlessness and stress management are recommended for
group B and D patients [1].
Although there has been a major interest to implement behavior-targeted interventions to improve physical activity,
there is still no information on optimal quality assurance
methods [1]. There is a continuous fear among patients to
be physically active. However, every patient should be encouraged to be physically active. Patients should be encouraged to undergo a comprehensive rehabilitation program,
and a maintenance home-based exercise program should
be recommended after the completion of the rehabilitation
program. Endurance, strength training, upper extremity exercise, and inspiratory muscle training (when needed) are the
components of exercise training [1]. Motivational interventions that aiming to meet patient expectations, for gaining
self-management skills, and end-of-life issues are the components of behavioral interventions [1]. Patient education alone
does not change the behavior or motivate patients and has no
impact on improving exercise performance or lung function;
however, it can play a role for improving skills and being able
to cope with illness and the health status [1].
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Supportive, Palliative, End-of-Life Care
Palliative care is a term used for controlling symptoms as
well as managing terminal patients close to death [1]. Nutritional support, palliative treatment for dyspnea, treatment
for anxiety and depression, and end-of-life care and hospice services are needed in certain conditions. Turkey has a
lack of structured supportive and end-of-life care services,
hospice services, and related regularities. In Turkey, doctors
managing COPD are neglected to give information to patients about their future risks. In particular, information on
prognosis is not often discussed. Therefore, a majority of
patients in Turkey are not aware of and provided the end-oflife care in practically.

Although malnutrition is a common problem and a prognostic factor, nutritional supplementation and dietary consultation are often neglected in COPD patients in Turkey. Doctors
should be encouraged to support patients in this regard.
Oxygen Therapy and Ventilatory Support
Long-term oxygen therapy has been shown to increase the
survival rate in patients with severe resting hypoxemia but not
in those with moderate resting or exercise-induced hypoxemia [1]. Moderate-to-severe hypoxemic patients at sea level
may be supplemented with 3 l/min of supplementary oxygen
to provide 50 mmHg PaO2 during air travel [1]. Noninvasive
positive pressure ventilation (NPPV) is the standard care during acute respiratory failure; however, its benefit when used
in chronic patients remains undetermined [1]. Poor adherence to NPPV is a major issue to solve. In COPD and obstructive sleep apnea patients, NPPV has a clear benefit in terms of
both survival rates and risk of hospital admission [1].
Interventional Therapy
Lung volume reduction surgery (LVRS) increases elastic recoil, improves expiratory flow rates, and reduces exacerbations. It improves survival in patients with low post-rehabilitation exercise capacity. It has been shown to result in a higher
mortality rate in patients with a FEV1 of ≤20% and DLCO of
≤20% [1]. Bullectomy is required if the bullae cause compression and complications and if there is relatively preserved lung tissue. Hypercapnia, severe emphysema, and
pulmonary hypertension are not absolute contraindications
[1]. In appropriately selected patients, lung transplantation
has been shown to improve the health status and functional
capacity but not prolong survival. The median survival rate
has increased to 5.5 years [1].
Bronchoscopic interventions
Endobronchial valve replacement and nitinol coil implantation are the main bronchoscopic interventions in emphysema
treatment. In selected cases, treatment improves the 6-min
walk distance, lung function, and health status. Major complications of coil therapy include pneumonia, pneumothorax, hemoptysis, and COPD exacerbations [1]. Endobronchial one-way valves may be considered if interlobar collateral
ventilation is absent in computed tomography scans [1].
Patients with heterogeneous upper lobe predominant emphysema can be candidates for either LVRS or bronchoscopic
volume reduction. However, homogenous emphysema patients are not routinely considered candidates for undergoing
LVRS, but bronchoscopic therapy may be considered [1].
Endobronchial therapy has become popular in Turkey. However, treatment is very expensive and is not lack of complications; therefore, appropriate patient selection and close
follow-up are required to see the long-term results.
Management of COPD exacerbations
In previous guidelines, COPD exacerbation was defined as
“the worsening of respiratory symptoms that is beyond the
normal day to day variation and leads to change in medication.” However, in the new version, it has been defined as
“acute worsening of respiratory symptoms that needs addi-
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tional therapies.” Exacerbations were classified as mild [treated with short-acting bronchodilators (SABDs) only], moderate (SABDs+antibiotics and or oral corticosteroids), or severe
(patients require hospitalization or visits to the ER). A considerable amount of exacerbations are not reported to health
care professionals and could be significantly important [1].
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